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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Over the past several months, the U.S. has poured billions of tax dollars into Ukraine, ostensibly

to help Ukraine ;ght for freedom and preserve democracy. This despite the fact that Ukraine has

long been deemed one of the most corrupt countries in the world, and the fact that no one knows

where all this money is actually going. In short, the whole operation appears to be a cover for

money laundering.

But America’s meddling in the Ukraine conDict also reveals that it is not willing to relinquish its

imperialistic tendencies. As noted by “Bad Faith” podcast host Briahna Joy Gray in the video

above, the Biden administration has repeatedly stated that our mission is to weaken Russia,

which is NOT the same as helping Ukraine.

Curiously, the political left, which has historically been anti-war, is now wholly in favor of it. In her

segment, Gray discusses the surprising attacks by liberals against those calling for diplomacy.

Gray, a Democrat, is dissatis;ed with the left’s arguments for why the United States should get

involved in the Ukraine conDict.

One argument brought forth is that 500 Ukrainian children were shipped to Russia — a

humanitarian crime that cannot go unpunished. But there are children at grave risk all over the

world.

Until or unless someone can coherently articulate why Ukrainian children are more important

than children in any other region, Gray suspects this is just another Dimsy excuse to hide the fact

that our involvement in Ukraine is nothing more than another military operation to further

American imperialism.

The Rise of American Imperialism

While the United States has been a beacon of hope and freedom since its inception, over time, a

shadier, more nefarious side has also blossomed along the way.

As explained in the “Democracy Now!” video below, titled “Overthrow: 100 Years of U.S. Meddling

and Regime Change,” the United States has a long history of meddling in the affairs of other

countries — against the wishes of the very populations we claim to have “rescued.”

As noted in that video, “By one count, the United States has interfered in more than 80 foreign

elections between 1946 and 2000. And that doesn’t count U.S.-backed coups and invasions.”

Americas meddling in foreign elections has long been rationalized as being done “for a good

cause,” but does that really hold true? How can a nation that claims to value democratic

processes undermine those very processes in other countries and call it defense of democracy?

America Only Pays Lip Service to Democracy

Hawaii, Cuba, Philippines, Nicaragua, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Iran, Guatemala, Indonesia,

Congo, Iraq and Honduras are just a few examples of countries that have been victims of

American imperialism. Repeatedly, the U.S. has orchestrated coups to remove democratically

elected leaders — all in the name of “defending democracy.”

In the video, “Democracy Now!” interviews former New York Times reporter Stephen Kinzer,

author of several books, including “Overthrow: America’s Century of Regime Change From Hawaii

to Iraq” and “The True Flag.”

Kinzer starts out by describing the circumstances surrounding the overthrow of Iran’s

democratically elected Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadegh in 1953. Mossadegh, Kinzer says,

wanted to put the interests of Iran and its people ahead of the interests of the United States, and

that is what led to his removal.

Importantly, with the successful overthrow of Mossadegh, the U.S. not only got rid of this one

democratically elected leader. It permanently destroyed the democratic process in Iran. As noted

by Kinzer:

“It was not just an attack on one person but an attack on democracy, and the reason why

we attacked that democracy is because democracy produced the wrong person. We like

elections and democratic processes, but they have to produce the candidates we like.

Otherwise our approval disappears.”

Importantly, Kinzer points out that America’s “inDuence operations” in other countries, over time,

not only ends up destroying the target country, but it also ends up harming the national security

of the United States itself. So, American imperialism has had an incredibly negative effect,

overall, worldwide — not the least of which is the rise of dictatorships across the world.

The Rise and Fall of the American Anti-Imperialist League

In Kinzer’s book “The True Flag,” he describes the history of how the U.S. came to embrace

imperialism, despite its contrarianism to American values. In 1898, the Anti-Imperialist League

was founded and became a major force in American politics. It lobbied hard against American

imperialism and foreign intervention.

Its main argument was that imperialism violated the fundamental principles inherent in a just

republican government, and as such necessitated the abandonment of the ideals that the U.S.

was founded upon. Unfortunately, majority public opinion eventually sided with the imperialists

and the Anti-Imperialist League dissolved in 1920.

Mind Control and Untraceable Assassination Drugs

The video above again features Kinzer, this time lecturing about his book “Poisoner in Chief:

Sidney Gottlieb and the CIA Search for Mind Control,” which describes another little-known and

darker-than-usual part of U.S. history.

Gottlieb has been described as a “visionary chemist” who worked for the CIA — a “master

magician and gentlehearted torturer, the agency’s ‘poisoner in chief.’” Gottlieb ran the CIA’s now-

infamous MK-ULTRA mind control project, which included “brutal experiments at secret prisons

on three continents.” The key home-base, however, was Fort Detrick.

As explained by Kinzer, the primary goal of MK-Ultra was to uncover the secret of mind control.

Gottlieb’s work was so secret, very few within the CIA even knew of his existence, let alone what

he was working on.

Truth serums, amnesiac drugs and potions designed to cause a person to act after being

programmed for a task and having the memory of the programming erased were all part of the

tool kit Gottlieb sought to develop.

The originator of the idea behind MK-Ultra was then-deputy director of the CIA, Allen Dulles, who

hired Gottlieb in 1951.  Dulles went on to become the ;rst civilian director of the CIA, a position

he held from 1953 until 1961.

Gottlieb also developed a variety of drugs used by the CIA that could kill or maim without a trace.

Here, the intended targets were foreign leaders marked for assassination. In 2015, The Intercept

ran an article  on Dulles’ pathological behavior and his connections to the deep state.

Kinzer’s lecture is far too extensive to cover here, so I encourage you to listen to it. It’s

fascinating, albeit a bit of a side trail to the main topic of American imperialism. But I do want to

summarize two of the key ;ndings Gottlieb discovered after a decade of the most intense and

grotesque torture sessions ever conducted — with the approval of the U.S. government, no less.

First, yes, it’s possible to break the human mind. And second, no it’s not possible to insert a new

mind into the mind you’ve broken. Along that same line, he concluded that you cannot program a

person to murder someone and then forget that he did it. In the end, Gottlieb concluded that true

mind control is a myth. That people can be killed using traceless drugs, however, remains a fact.

Is the US Seeking to Escalate War in Ukraine?

In the present day, the U.S. is still Dexing its imperialist muscles, this time by apparently seeking

to escalate the conDict between Russia and Ukraine. Columbia University professor Jeffrey

Sachs,  an economist, public policy analyst, and director of the Center for Sustainable

Development, says he pleaded with the White House to negotiate peace and discourage Ukraine

from joining NATO (see video above).

They refused, saying anyone has the right to join NATO if they want to. But as astutely noted by

Sachs, this isn’t about the “right” of Ukraine to join NATO, it’s about the threat that poses to its

neighbors, Russia in particular.

Russia has long been very clear about the fact that it will not allow Ukraine to join NATO, for the

simple fact that it would place a NATO military presence right on its border. Russia wants Ukraine

to remain an independent “buffer zone” between itself and NATO countries.

Would the U.S. be ;ne with Mexico forming a military alliance with China, installing Chinese

military at our southern border? Sachs wonders. That’s highly unlikely, yet that’s what they’re

pursuing in Ukraine.

Since Russia’s entry into Ukraine, the U.S. has done nothing but push for the escalation of

conDict, to the point that we’re now hearing predictions about nuclear war. Why would we take

such risks? To take a stand for Ukraine’s “right” to join NATO? It’s beyond irrational, but that’s

where we are.

Russia is now accusing the British and American governments of intentionally blowing up its

Nordstream 1 and 2 pipelines, supposedly based on information found by Russian hackers on

former Prime Minister Liz Truss’ iPhone. The U.S. State Department has denied the allegations,

calling them “baseless.”

Someone did blow up the pipelines, however — and it was hardly Russia’s own doing — which is

yet another intentional effort to escalate conDict. From the sidelines, it certainly appears the U.S.

desires nuclear escalation, and we ought to be thankful that Vladimir Putin has so far acted with

extreme restraint in response to undeclared acts of war.

We Need New, Saner Leadership

In a keynote address at The American Conservative “Up From Chaos” conference at the end of

March 2022, entrepreneur and investor David Sacks noted:

“We face the most dangerous situation in American foreign policy since the Cuban

Missile Crisis. The Russians have put their nuclear arsenal on high alert and warned us to

stay out of their invasion of Ukraine. Our ‘experts’ in government and the media feed us a

stream of information oscillating between fear-mongering and hopeful arrogance:

They tell us on the one hand that Russia’s territorial ambitions won’t stop at Ukraine and

will eventually threaten all of Europe, but on the other hand that the Russian army is

bogged down and on the brink of humiliating defeat.

They tell us in one breath that we can safely escalate our involvement, but in their next

panicked breath declare that Putin is a madman who is capable of anything. They

reassure us that a ‘No Fly Zone’ won’t precipitate World War III, while sometimes openly

declaring that we’re already in World War III so let’s just get on with it already.

How can any American citizen listening to these contradictory and reckless statements

have conRdence in our expert class? We’ve just lived through more than two years of

another group of experts giving us a constantly-shifting set of theories and guidelines

around COVID, only to see many of those conRdent predictions and pronouncements

unravel.

But while those health experts got a lot wrong, our foreign policy establishment has

gotten everything wrong for over two decades. They spent trillions of dollars in

Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, and Libya and only made all of those situations worse,

unleashing staggering death and destruction.

In every case, they told us we were winning and our policy objectives were being

achieved, up until the very moment when our withdrawal laid bare the extent of our total

failure ... So maybe it’s time to listen to some new voices.”

War Is Part of the Globalist Takeover Plan

We must not be naïve about the possibility of another World War, for the simple reason that war

would be the easiest way for the globalist cabal to implement The Great Reset, the One World

Dictatorship they’ve been working toward for decades.

Imperialism, which the United States has perfected, is globalism. The U.S., Canada, E.U.,

Australia and New Zealand are leading this new One World Order, modeling China's nationalism at

a global scale.

China is the nation that has mastered a true dictatorship, thanks to its immensely effective digital

control structure, of which the Chinese social credit system is a key part. This is the surveillance

framework the globalists intend to emulate and expand to control the whole world. It’s also the

foundation for their 5G cyborg ecosystem.

A never-ending pandemic was supposed to be the cover for this global takeover. But as the

plandemic has fallen apart piece by piece, being exposed for what it really is, the call to war has

grown progressively louder.

Perhaps world war was only a backup plan, in case resistance to a global biosecurity state turned

out to be too great (as it has), or perhaps it was always intended to be the second phase of The

Great Reset.

The pandemic countermeasures and their devastating impact on the world economy would then

be Part 1. War, to de;nitively destroy what remains of our old civilizations and erase incriminating

evidence of ;nancial crimes would be Part 2. Either way, war is most de;nitely on the table.

Fear Is the Tool of Tyrants

As noted by investigative journalist Whitney Webb in her March 2, 2022, article, “Ukraine and the

New Al Qaeda,”  the war in Ukraine appears to be the manifestation of a CIA “prophesy” pushed

over the past two years, which predicted that “a ‘transnational white supremacist network’ with

alleged ties to the Ukraine conDict will be the next global catastrophe to befall the world as the

threat of COVID-19 recedes.”

In short, the Ukraine-Russia conDict may be “the opening act for the newest iteration of the

seemingly endless ‘War on Terror,’” Webb writes. This, again, goes back to the technocrats’ need

to manufacture justi;cations for the implementation of a Great Reset.

They need us to live in fear, because a fearful people will willingly give emergency powers to

leaders, who in turn will take your rights away from you “for your own safety.” Over the past three

years, even our right to speak our minds has been taken from us, and people who counter the

oocial narrative have been identi;ed as “the No. 1 domestic terrorist threat.”

Our governments have turned neighbor against neighbor, parent against child and friend against

friend. Every time we give in and adopt their hateful rhetoric as our own, they win and we lose.

They win by pitting us against each other, because if we hate and ;ght each other, we won’t hate

and ;ght them — and they know it.

People have also been pitted against each other on the topic of Russia. Anyone who dared agree

that Russia may have a valid reason for its actions in Ukraine was immediately labeled a traitor.

Russians living across the world were debanked and discriminated against for nothing more than

their names and national origin. Russian athletes were even barred from international

competitions.

The idea appears to have been to shame and intimidate Europeans and Americans into

supporting a nuclear war with Russia, which is nothing short of a suicide mission, really. But it

makes sense that these leaders would have few qualms about this, considering they’re also

willingly killing and maiming their own populations with experimental gene therapies.

They obviously don’t care about keeping their populations alive and well. They rather seem to

want to get rid of as many people as possible, and a devastating war would accomplish that far

better than the COVID shots, which leave evidence of foul play and suspicions in their wake.

The imperialists — American and otherwise — are willing to risk it all to bring their global

dictatorship into being, and that is what makes them so dangerous. Like Sachs, we the people

need to push for a change course. One way we can do that is by calling on our political

representatives to ;ght for peace negotiations and put an end to the escalation tactics.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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For more than a century, the United States has meddled in the affairs of other countries against the wishes of the very populations we claim

to have “rescued”

&

Between 1946 and 2000, the U.S. interfered in more than 80 foreign elections. Repeatedly, the U.S. has orchestrated coups to remove

democratically elected leaders — all in the name of “defending democracy”

&

Hawaii, Cuba, Philippines, Nicaragua, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Iran, Guatemala, Indonesia, Congo, Iraq and Honduras are just a few

examples of countries that have been victims of American imperialism

&

America’s meddling in foreign elections has long been rationalized as being done “for a good cause,” but can a nation that claims to value

democratic processes undermine those very processes in other countries and call it defense of democracy?

&

The U.S. is still Dexing its imperialist muscles, this time by seeking to escalate the conDict between Russia and Ukraine into another world

war and, potentially, a nuclear exchange

&
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“WAR is a racket. It always has been. It is possibly the oldest, easily the most pro;table, surely the most vicious. It is the only one

international in scope. It is the only one in which the pro;ts are reckoned in dollars & the losses in lives.” Gen. Smedley Butler, USMC

(War is a Racket) Well, once upon a time war was the only one international in scope. The massive Global WEF/Gate/Fauci lockdowns

causing a massive Financial Fauci Flu has yet to play completely out. The cold dark winter promised just may well be on the way to be

delivered. One has to wonder if all the many Oocials Misinformation Campaigns are not working. For the most part they are not

working well enough.

So is the old standby, war, if not a "Limited Nuclear War" is being trotted out as the ultimate distraction? Being our States & its organs

have been taken over by Global Monopoly Corporations shouldn't one question the notion our military is even protecting or promoting

American interest? Being as even those Global Monopolies are directed by World Central Banks, whose interest are being pushed? No

matter what, it is not in the interest of Life or the World for any Country to have a dictatorship hold on everything. Most likely factions

with roots reaching far back in time are attempting to reign all in, or they are breaking into factions in friction with one another as to

what direction to take, as way too much has been revealed.

At the beginning of the 20th Century Robber Barrons gathered to map out a world government to their liking. Some believe the

attempted coup on FDR had their ;ngerprints on it. Was the successful assignation of JFK a reboot when they moved into the desired &

necessary positions? In any case shouldn't the principal agenda for any military be negative wars - wars not fought, but campaigns to

promote Peace? To Regenerate, Restore Living Spaces across Our Garden? Who has the capability to move necessary tools, equipment

and personal than the US Military?
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Yes, Just, who feeds the wars? The desire for power, the struggle for hegemony, money, the all-powerful corporations that want

to end humanity. War with terrorist laboratories and war with the advanced weapons that are said to be for security, such as

vaccines and defense, and end with millions of lives, suffering and hunger- What is happening in Ukraine marks the course of the

struggle for military and economic hegemony between the US, China and the USSR. For several decades, the US facilitated

China's economic rise, while the latter tacitly accepted US military dominance in the Asia-Paci;c region.

That period ended, and today Chinese geopolitical ambitions and American nationalist revisionism face each other. On the other

hand, the background in the conDict between Russia and the United States is the inter-imperialist competition that disputes

areas of inDuence, but we must distinguish that cause from the motive. This is the US claim to place a close military threat to

Russia, NATO in Ukraine. For more than 2 decades, the formulation and application of NATO's strategic and military doctrines

have been largely dominated by the United States, due to many well-known reasons.

Thus, for the most part, these doctrines basically remain within the framework of US doctrines, thus effectively serving US

interests. That commonly known fact has also been highlighted by Rick Rozoff, who reported on the strategic concerns facing

NATO, as announced by NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen.

rickrozoff.wordpress.com/2010/05/09/global-military-bloc-;nalizes-21s..
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Countries targeted by the US and its allies in the US war on terror have suffered and continue to suffer colossal human costs

such as the cases of Afghanistan and Pakistan, the two targets of US war policy/strategy. .USA . Many publications on this

aspect are available; however, mentioning/quoting just a few of the most credible reports/documents would be enough to

highlight the extremely brutal and widespread mass human miseries wreaked on these two countries by the US and its allies in

the war in Afghanistan. Casualty Figures after 10 Years of the War on Terror”, First International Edition Washington DC, Berlin,

Ottawa March 2015 published by the Nobel Laureate International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW), in

conjunction with Physicians for Responsibility Social and Medical for Global Survival.

www.ippnw.de/commonFiles/pdfs/Frieden/Body_Count_;rst_international_e..  Russian and American scientists and health

professionals have a special obligation as citizens of the two nations that possess approximately 90% of the world's nuclear

weapons. The two nations must work together to reduce the nuclear threat through regular, frequent, comprehensive and

results-oriented strategic dialogue.

The humanitarian crisis in Ukraine and the growing risk of nuclear escalation have exposed the danger of the existing global

nuclear disorder. If we are lucky enough to survive this moment without a nuclear war, we must understand that this is a

near-death experience throughout the world and respond with the appropriate urgency.

www.ippnw.org/rebuilding-the-us-russian-medical-bridge-for-peace
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In Ukraine, tens of billions of dollars added to an astronomical debt, conservatively estimated at more than 30 trillion, will not go

to help the American people. It will be spent on one of the only growing sectors of the economy, "defense," where the merchants

of death take advantage of windfall pro;ts, and the destructive and impoverishing policies of the Federal Reserve and central

bankers will continue to be explained away as corporate greed. . In fact, neoconservatives and “humanitarian interventionists

(sic)” are pushing to increase arms sales. "Bill LaPlante, the Pentagon's top arms buyer, said he expects Congress to grant the

authority to allow wartime purchasing power at a level not seen since the Cold War," writes Dave DeCamp.

To continue arming Ukraine, LaPlante has been calling for the Pentagon to be given the authority to secure multi-year contracts

for weapons purchases, usually reserved for acquiring warships and ;ghter jets. The idea is to incentivize weapons

manufacturers to increase production. Congress will not seriously address, except during elections, rising crime rates, an opioid

crisis, the dissolution of the middle class, and runaway inDation (now 20%, not the "oocial" number of 8, 6%). InDation is fueled

by "loose" monetary policy and the foolish injection of trillions of dollars into the economy to appease an increasingly grumpy

population during a disproportionate pandemic. www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-neocons-lib-interventionists-blank-check..

 (09/11/2022)
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As always Gui you have excellent resources to share! Another little tidbit to share; Tyrants, you lose - www.youtube.com/watch
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War Is a Racket is a great read. Smedly Butler was a Quaker who believed in telling the truth. We only need to consider the dark

pro;teering in Ukraine to understand what Butler was talking about.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../pharmacogenomics-toxicogenomics

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter
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Many good people have died at the hands of these evil psychopaths! I'm not sure; as I am half dead; but the audio may be better

in the second video. The ;rst one has lyrics; for those who aren't familiar with the song.  ---  www.youtube.com/watch   ---

www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks Krofter a very complete article where you enter the most accentuated transhumanism. A terrorist word but one that is on

the minds of psychopaths, toxicogenomics as a subdiscipline of pharmacology that deals with the collection, interpretation, and

storage of information about the activity of genes and proteins within a particular cell or tissue of an organism in response to

exposure to toxic substances. Needlesticks, bioweapons, and the Ukraine are the trends and current events that we can link to

that DARPA's decades-long effort to merge "health security" and "national security" is now further along than ever. This may be

due in part to Bill Gates, who has exerted signi;cant inDuence over health policy globally.

This most recent effort to create ARPA-H/HARPA meshes well with the coordinated push by Silicon Valley companies in the

health care ;eld, speci;cally Silicon Valley companies doubling as intelligence and/or intelligence contractors. US military (for

example, Microsoft, Google, and Amazon). ARPA-H, the new agency, would of course be housed within Anthony Fauci's National

Institutes of Health (NIH). One area of research that is expected to be heavily promoted within HARPA is messenger RNA

(mRNA) technology, found within injections against Covid-19, from Moderna and P;zer.
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An interesting report: DIGITIZATION IS HUMANITY’S DEMISE. THE “SMARTPHONIZATION” OF HUMANITY. THE QR CODE IS

EVERYWHERE. The human being tends to go for comfort, for the paths of least resistance. The smartphone offers all of that.

Once we have it, we are hooked. Our brains are being groomed for robotization, or rather "transhumanism", a term already used

by Klaus Schwab in an interview with Swiss French TV in 2016. According to Mr. Schwab, by 2025 we should all have reached

that level of “transhumanism”, that is, if we survive that long.

Our ability to think independently will increasingly disappear, as we hand over our brainpower to digitization, algorithms, and

eventually robots that will gradually completely dominate our brain power. Now there is a whole complex of digital IT

corporations that control your personal data. They work hand in hand with the gigantic ;nancial complex that, controlled by

BlackRock, Vanguard and StateStreet, has assets worth between 25 and 30 billion dollars. They have controlling interests in all

means of production and all service industries in the Western world.

Your data will be stored and, if they so wish, used against you until death do you part from this digital tyranny, and probably

beyond. Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, WhatsApp, Snapchat, LinkedIn and whatever you call them, follow the same principle. Once

you are with them, you are their property. It is the Great Reset, and the buildup to it, that steers the human mind toward one-way

thinking or One World Order. Most of us will be useless eaters. If we don't stop it NOW, www.globalresearch.ca/.../5796611

 (10/18/2022)
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Just: Another good book of how US "foreign policy" works is "Confessions of an Economic Hitman" John Perkins. Reads like a

spy novel. Very informative. The war in Ukraine is a banksters' war like all previous wars post the foundation of the privately held

Bank of England, 1694. ia600309.us.archive.org/18/items/pdfy-5u44v8ud0CoIpdrw/ALL%20WARS%20AR..  There is

documented history in that pdf that I, and I presume all, reading it have never been exposed to in all our higher education. The

imperialism and bankster control of the US government is right in The Marines' Hymn "From the Halls of Montezuma to the

shores of Tripoli.

The US Marines were ;ghting the battles of the banksters and merchants far from protecting the people of the US right from the

beginning. The US had a war Deet in the Mediteranean to protect the opium trade to the East. The original fortunes of many

prominent American families were based in the opium trade such as the Delanos, as in FDR, the Browns as in Brown University

and Provident Bank and the Forbes as in John Forbes Kerry. en.wikipedia.org/.../Opium_Wars  The connection between

banksters and drugs and other addictive substances such as oil is prominent throughout our history. Remember the Opium

Wars? They had yet to learn to be subtle.

The reason for the opium trade was to extract the silver and gold from China that the royals of Europe had spent to get luxury

goods. The Chinese emperor banned opium and good Queen Victoria and Van Buren collaborated to force open the Chinese

market. The gold and silver thus plundered from China funded many private banksters. Vietnam and Afghanistan were also

opium wars. Cocaine was the drug of choice for the banksters in all the modern Latin American campaigns. The PetroDollar is

central to banksters' campaigns since the late nineteenth century. And now we are being forced to adopt EVs which is another

dead end, but is very good for the banksters.
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"Who has the capability to move necessary tools, equipment and [personnel] than the US Military?" juststeve, that's precisely why

implementation of the "Great Reset" aka Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) global Technocracy is essentially a military operation

overseen by the global elite. Thus, the internet was birthed out the US military and is a global entity. China with all of its

engineers never bothered to create its own internet system. Why? China and Russia were captured by the global elite generations

ago, fully by the early 1900s if not much earlier.

This explains why Obama effectively transferred control over the internet to the UN via ICANN in 2016, right before he left ooce

and the Trump administration did nothing to reverse this or even make it a public issue. Michael Chertoff, former US Secretary of

Homeland Security, a dual US-Israel citizen, was on the international committee deciding the fate of the internet. A nation cannot

have national security if politicians give away control of a major platform for commerce and communication.

It seems the lessons learned from the research of Professor Antony Sutton and others showing western elites funded, supported,

and transferred technology to supposed Communist nemeses China and Russia has been lost. Those Robber Barons control the

world and there's a global military apparatus already in place. That's why the US military invited China to bring its troops into Iraq

for the occupation and welcome Russian troops into Afghanistan.

You would only ;nd MSM reports on these events if you had spent countless hours scouring for relevant articles and reading

technocrat managerial class journals like Foreign Affairs published by the Council on Foreign Relations. All nation state central

Banks are fully attached to BIS, IMF, UN, and similar organization. Ukraine issue is akin to 1984 faux superstate rivals and it's a

precedent to fracture nation states. Russian elites are fully implementing 4IR Global Technocracy.
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IS THE FEDERAL RESERVE MERELY INCOMPETENT OR IS THERE A DARK AGENDA? Globalization produced the view that only

large corporations and banks could compete globally. America's monopolization of ;nance became an important basis for

America's world hegemony. The current Federal Reserve Board has mistaken shortages of goods and services due to

Washington-induced supply constraints for excess demand inDation, and is raising interest rates to reduce aggregate demand.

This policy makes no sense. Covid lockdowns from the incompetent Biden regime and Russian sanctions caused large

reductions in supply. Businesses were closed and many were unable to reopen. Supply chains were disrupted.

The sanctions against Russia reduced the supply of energy, thus increasing its price and the price of everything that depends on

energy, essentially everything. Far from reducing inDation, the Fed's policy is bene;ting private equity ;rms by driving would-be

homeowners out of the housing market by raising the interest cost of maintaining a mortgage, which helps private equity ;rms to

buy homes for cash and convert them into rental units. Washington's Russian sanctions are being used to destroy European

companies, thereby eliminating European competition with American companies. An interesting article at the link:

www.globalresearch.ca/federal-reserve-merely-incompetent-or-there-dark..  (09/11/2021)
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Haven't all US citizens been propagandized since school aged children into believing the US wore the white hat? It was very

disappointing when I learned we do not, and that we are really no different than those other countries we are trained to abhor.
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Who does Biden obey? Retired Admiral Mike Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under George W. Bush and Barack

Obama, urged President Biden to start negotiations to end America's newest endless war. Biden squandering his much-needed

treasure so Ukraine can squander its economy, infrastructure and precious blood on a war it cannot win without the US bombing

Russia. President Biden is doing the exact opposite: funneling billions to keep the war going while he dismisses negotiations out

of hand. Mullen made no bones about it, telling Biden to "back off" alarmist words about nuclear Armageddon and quickly bring

Ukraine and Russia to the negotiating table. Biden's war behavior has been worse than just screwed up negotiations. He directly

undermined a potential 15-point peace deal in March brokered by Turkey that could have ended the war in its ;rst month.

www.globalresearch.ca/former-joint-chiefs-chair-tells-biden-negotiate-..  (08/11/2022)
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"This explains why Obama effectively transferred control over the internet to the UN via ICANN in 2016, right before he left ooce

and the Trump administration did nothing to reverse this or even make it a public issue." We need to come to the realization,

sooner rather than later, that red and blue is only there to keep us "team divided", and all of those in power are a part of the

population control agenda.
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Gui, do you really need to wonder who Biden has as advisors? Too many major corporations are making money from Ukraine war,

especially major US defense contractors, same as Afghanistan.
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Yes, ROSE, the war lobby. “The conjunction of a huge military establishment and a large arms industry is new to the United States

[] We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted inDuence by the military industry complex. The disastrous possibility of

an accumulation of inappropriate power exists and will persist ". With these words, the American president and military general

Dwight D. Eisenhower warned in 1961, in his farewell speech to the nation, and to the world, of what was to come: the

indomitable inDuence of the war framework in American politics. Since then Washington has launched four wars.

About $2 trillion has been spent on them, not counting reconstruction costs, veteran care, or interest on loans taken out: about

$700 billion today in Vietnam, $100 billion in the Gulf War, $800 billion in Iraq and $320 billion in Afghanistan, according to

Congressional data. And these crazy amounts of money are only part of the defense budget, which is around 25% of the annual

total, almost a billion dollars in 2011. The equivalent of the Spanish GDP. With all those dollars at stake, it's no wonder the US

military industry complex is considered one of the most powerful lobbies in the world.

Its impact outside the borders of the North American country takes the form of wars and invasions, of death and destruction.

Inside, it is embodied in the so-called Iron Triangle formed by the Pentagon, military contractors and lobbyists. The bigwigs in

this industry are the multinationals Lockheed Martin, Boeing and General Dynamics. Lockheed Martin is the epitome of defense

industry lobbying power. And along with this war lobbie we have the ;nancial, energy, health, technological lobbies, the vicious

circle of powers that causes deaths, suffering, hunger, inequalities, the 5 horsemen of the apocalypse.
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The U.S. Has Only Been At Peace For 21 Years Total Since Its Birth. In 2011, Danios wrote: Below, I have reproduced a

year-by-year timeline of America’s wars, which reveals something quite interesting: since the United States was founded in 1776,

she has been at war during 214 out of her 235 calendar years of existence. In other words, there were only 21 calendar years in

which the U.S. did not wage any wars. To put this in perspective: * Pick any year since 1776 and there is about a 91% chance that

America was involved in some war during that calendar year. * No U.S. president truly quali;es as a peacetime president.

Instead, all U.S. presidents can technically be considered “war presidents.” * The U.S. has never gone a decade without war. * The

only time the U.S. went ;ve years without war (1935-40) was during the isolationist period of the Great Depression. AMERICA

HAS BEEN AT WAR 93% OF THE TIME  222 OUT OF 239 YEARS  SINCE 1776

www.globalresearch.ca/america-has-been-at-war-93-of-the-time-222-out-o..
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Yet another premium article on Epoch Times: "Trump Says Biden’s Leadership Could Drag America Into World War III Former

President Donald Trump said during a rally in Ohio on Monday that his administration “waged war” against cartels and illegal

immigration. while arguing that President Joe Biden's leadership threatens to drag the United States into WWIII." (the short

version) ...this goes on "The choice in this election is simple. Democrats will defund the police, Republicans will defund the

cartels"...yikes! For sure, the US has way too many cartels, starting with the banking cartel. "THE CREATURE FROM JEKYLL

ISLAND".
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There were fewer wars under Trump than any other President and we came the closest to "Peace in the Middle East" since

biblical times.
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Fantastic input by all. Hippocrates, no disagreement here, my point is we have the capabilities to do good works, but as you point

out it is being applied on anything but.

Hi, Derek (
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Well worth reading for those new to alternatives to mainstream history: "The Plot To Seize The White House" by Jules Archer, and "War

is A Racket" by Major General Smedley Darlington Butler (The antiwar classic by America's most decorated soldier).
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Thanks Idruid. This book: The Plot to Seize the White House, is about: The Shocking True Story of the Conspiracy to Overthrow

FDR. Most people will be shocked to learn that in 1933 a cabal of wealthy industrialists—in league with groups like the K.K.K. and

the American Liberty League—planned to overthrow the U.S. government in a fascist coup.
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THE PLOT TO SEIZE THE WHITE HOUSE. The Shocking TRUE Story of the Conspiracy to Overthrow F.D.R.

www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Plot-to-Seize-the-White-House/Jules..  .THE PLOT TO SEIZE THE WHITE HOUSE. Jules

Archer . ( book in pdf)   ia802702.us.archive.org/22/items/pdfy-17F0BVXrHcyQbghI/The%20Plot%20To..
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And FDR foiled their plans.
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THE ANTI-NWO SPEECH THAT GOT PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY KILLED. “For we are opposed around the world by a

monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert means for expanding its sphere of inDuence--on in;ltration instead of

invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice... It is a system which has conscripted vast

human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly eocient machine that combines military, diplomatic,

intelligence, economic, scienti;c and political operations... Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried

not headlined. Its dissenters are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is revealed.

Without debate, without criticism, no Administration and no country can succeed-- and no republic can survive. That is why the

Athenian lawmaker Solon decreed it a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.”
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@ P.S., "Most people will be shocked to learn that in 1933 a cabal of wealthy industrialists—in league with groups like the K.K.K.

and the American Liberty League—planned to overthrow the U.S. government in a fascist coup." ~~~~ In prewar WWll, there was

a beehive of fascist activities in NJ and NY. This can account for, among many other things, why NJ has traditionally had the

HIGHEST property taxes in all 50 U.S. states or cities, something that "gui" totally neglected to mention in his past 48 hour forum

comment on Nov 5th. Guillermou wrote to grulla, Guillermou on Sat, Nov 5 2022 7:42 PM Nine of the 10 cities with the highest

effective tax rates for single-family homes were in New York, Connecticut and Illinois, according to the report, which analyzed

220 metropolitan areas with a population of at least 200,000 in 2021.

Rockford, Illinois, and Syracuse, New York, tied for the second-highest rate, 2.16%, resulting in average annual property tax

payments for residents of $3,745 and $4,478, respectively, according to the report. For major cities with more than 1 million

residents, the city with the highest effective tax rate after Rochester was Hartford, Connecticut, the ;gures showed.

There, the effective property tax rate was 1.98% and people paid an average of $6,557 a year. Chicago followed, with an effective

tax rate of 1.84% and an average annual bill of $6,634; Philadelphia (1.6%, $6,474) and Cleveland (1.56%, $3,889), according to

ATTOM, which analyzed property tax data collected from county tax assessors' ooces at the state, metro and county levels to

The report rethority.com/states-with-no-property-tax/#States_With_No_Property_Tax  ~~~

en.wikipedia.org/.../Fascism_in_North_America
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Ya know, this may not be a WAR in the classical sense, the war may be from International Bankers in other forms like this

headline from Marketwatch:  JPMorgan Chase and 5 other U.S. mega banks behind a third of the global funding expanding coal,

oil and gas Last Updated: Nov. 9, 2022 at 8:23 a.m. ET First Published: Nov. 9, 2022 at 8:01 a.m. ET By Rachel Koning

BealsFollow 3 Potential emissions from oil, gas and coal currently in developed ;elds take the world well past 1.5C of warming,

says Rainforest Action Network Here's a link: www.marketwatch.com/story/jpmorgan-chase-and-5-other-u-s-mega-banks-be..
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Let's be more clear, and state that the CIA (America) STARTED this war by deposing a rightfully elected leader of Ukraine, and installing

a 'west leaning' puppet.
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Was wondering when the discussion would turn to US cia actions in Ukraine. Putin has been annoyed for years by Ukraine's

actions against the Russians living in eastern Ukraine. No way to ignore the US was helping develop and run more than a dozen

bio-weapons labs that the US was supposed to help Ukraine dismantle, as agreed to in a Belarus treaty signed in 2005. Guess

that didn't happen until these were recently bombed. Worse, Ukraine had re-developed a small area of Chernobyl for some kind of

nuclear energy work (one can only guess what was going on there) but appears nuclear material was being recovered for use for

what? to manufacture dirty bombs? Suspect by now, most of Putin's aims have been accomplished. Now what?
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Thank goodness for Dr Mercola at last stating the obvious. When all transport was held up in our city last year by a (fairly feeble

looking) protest march against Putin, there was silence from fellow passengers when I instinctively called out “It’s not Putin, it’s the

Americans!” It’s time American imperialism was recognised for “unleashing death and destruction” in countries where their version of

“democracy has failed” and which was none of their damned business anyway. Successive U.S. regimes/CIA have promoted only their

own political interests and hegemony, as in the Ukraine today. With friends like the Americans, who needs enemies? At least the British

Empire exploited the peoples and resources of underdeveloped nations without napalm and agent orange.

Putin may not be whiter than white but spats between power structures just means one is less bad than the other. At least Putin has

resisted both American imperialism and the resurgence of Nazism and has every right to tell Gates’ corrupt NATO and Co. to go to hell.

”Imperialism, which the U.S. has perfected, is globalism.” In a nutshell. We must join the dots and continue to see through and connect

the strands in the house of lies. Thanks to Dr M we know what is happening globally, but the same is happening locally, connecting such

unlikely bed fellows as 5G, the climate change /CO2 emissions narrative and electri;cation of transport.

The overblown power of local city councils in the UK in turning our city centre into an over-tourism theme park without consultation with

tax paying residents. Tricks of the trade such as lies about global warming are nothing compared to the global swarming imposed on us

by our City Council. If you have not yet heard of Gridlock in your city, you will soon - a deliberate ploy towards supposed “zero

emissions” to limit your movement according to the approved globalist diktat, you will soon. gettr.com/.../p1vftsd99be
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The totalitarianism that we are facing is in the hands of dictators, but the real source of our misery is rather the way that

multinational corporations use supercomputers to calculate pro;ts and then extract as much money as possible from us by

making us impossible to grow our own food, cure our own diseases, teach ourselves, or entertain ourselves. In this context we

;nd Vanguard and Black Rock are stakeholders across industry, media, academia and politics. Vanguard and Black Rock invest in

each other through something called circular ownership, they are a monopoly that owns everything. “Democracy” is perhaps the

most advertised export product under the Made in USA label.

The United States has spent billions of dollars since the end of World War II to impose regime changes and destroy any

alternative project to neoliberal capitalism, based on the exceptionality and universality of its political model. The data

demolishes the American myth of democracy, in which decisions must be made by the criteria of the majority. On the contrary,

the United States shows clear traces of an oligarchy, the system in which power is in the hands of a few people who generally

divide the same social class. It is the system of corrupt capitalism that uses a technocracy that takes away freedom of

expression from citizens.
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Washington's animosity toward Russia has a long history dating back to 1918, when Woodrow Wilson deployed more than 7,000

soldiers to Siberia as part of an allied effort to roll back the gains of the Bolshevik revolution. The activities of the American

Expeditionary Force, which remained in the country for 18 months, have long since disappeared from the US history books, but

the Russians still point to the incident as yet another example of relentless US intervention. United in the affairs of their

neighbors. The fact is that Washington elites have always meddled in Russia's business despite strong objections from Moscow.

In fact, a large number of Western elites not only think that Russia should be divided into smaller geographical units, but that the

Russian people should welcome such an outcome.

www.globalresearch.ca/washington-plan-break-up-russia/5797480?utm_camp..  (06/11/2022)
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Also an attempt to protect FJB from the nonsense that he and Hunter did while working for the Ukrainians.
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Thanks Cabochon, haven’t heard of Gridlock but for a few years now in the U.K. I believe that the structures for this have been

slowly put in place. It may sound cynical and a bit far-fetched, but I think it started with “speed bumps”. These things have

exponentially bred like rabbits and are gold mines for the repair workshops of the local garages. Now we have “EU funded”

projects, perpetual road works causing traoc disruption for months/years where pavements are over-extended at the expense of

narrowing main thoroughfares (dual carriageways and 4-lane roads being reduced to 2 lanes, with the inclusion of the infernal

speed bumps). IMHO, more and more restriction and strangulation on free Dowing movement, all done in the name of

“improvement”. Creeping changes, all designed to be implemented as covertly as possible. Am I wrong here, or maybe a bit

paranoid? If so, it’s the psychopathic tyranny of the last 3 years that’s to blame!
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I guess the Greeks ideal of demos kratos, started well, Gui, but democracy became a relative term eventually, to mean a “free”

capitalist society as opposed to a monarchist, tyrannical, authoritarian or communist one. I would still rather be ruled by a failed

democracy than a Comintern of committees of men in dark suits. But unfettered capitalism without checks and balances has led

us into oligarchical technocracy/ plutocracy, in which we think we are free, but as you describe it “a corrupt capitalism” removes

our freedom i.e. the rich become richer and the poor poorer. Vandana Shiva reminded us “Oneness against the One Per Cent” is

the only solution, which us why the old colonial tactic of divide and rule has been played to perfection.

The digital age has ;red Shoshana Zuboff’s “Age of Surveillance Capitalism” where WE are the product: “when illegitimate forces

hijack the future, we are hurled towards a destiny we did not choose”. As far as historical records go, the internet has proved to

be a force for good in opening our eyes. We were schooled in “the special relationship” between the U.S. and Britain protecting

“democracy” that turned out to be just more empire building. Let’s hope the history books of the future if there are any record the

real meaning of wars and the aftermath of U.S. government intervention in world affairs. The deep state has had its book burning

orgy and failed.
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Not familiar with the Hunter episode, skupe, but hopefully as with the latest attempt at scaremongering here (aka bird Du) in the

UK, boredom will set in and Christmas dinner will be saved. Gridlock, as you suggest, Glastian, is a gradual process, but you are

in no way paranoid. What you describe is an accurate description of my city too. Our local speed bumps have only just been

constructed next to a school that my brother attended in the 1960’s! Our city centre is now a theme park for tourists with empty

department stores, American candy shops, fun fairs, pedestrianisation of the central area where electric trams and bikes will

eventually be the only transport.

Residents pay for these changes through their taxes but are not consulted and expensive unpopular tram works are being

extended although there was already an eocient bus service - the original tram network was discontinued in 1956. Constant road

works everywhere cause travel chaos, lengthy journey times and access to businesses can be diocult. A return journey by bus

can take up to three hours in a city little more than 3 miles across.

Interminable bus diversions and route changes with few stops force the elderly, disabled, workers, mothers with children to cope

with uncertainty of arrival and departure of public transport. The 52+ page Council’s Business Plan reads like a vague facsimile

of Klaus Schwab's outpourings - Humpty Dumpty would be proud! We have suffered three years of this simultaneously with

global swarming and over-tourism taking over a once beautiful city, while more and more student Dats are being constructed

instead of much needed social housing.
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Thanks Cabochon, reassuring to know I’m not alone in my observations, just in despair of it all really; the blindness and denial of

the masses. I live in hope, however, that these evil entities will shoot themselves in the foot; it is said that evil always defeats

itself eventually.
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I am Russian, lived ;rst 26 years of my life in the former USSR, and all my family and friends are Russians but ended up living in

Ukraine, since after Soviet Union collapse the borders were divided in a way that mostly Russian population in south-east in Crimea and

above it and right of it was given to Ukraine. My family and friends have been complaining of their Russian culture and language

suppressed for many many years by Ukrainians. It's very hard to move somewhere else, even if you hate living there.

It is a very very poor country, most Americans can't imagine living in conditions they live in (shortage of electrical power, hot water, heat

in winter, food etc). I was one of the few fortunate to escape... I became American citizen 20 years ago, and I feel very blessed and

grateful for being here (although it's been worse lately). Nothing was given to me for free, in fact I had to pay thousands of dollars to IRS

to become a citizen. I didn't bring my retired parents here because I feel like it's not right to use American resources and medicare when

they never worked here, but so many immigrants do.

I feel against sending billions of dollars to help Ukraine, because we are in the middle of economic crisis ourselves, and many

Americans struggle too. It's not our fault that Ukrainian politicians and oocials put all the money in their pockets instead of giving it

back to people and preparing to defend themselves. I feel like we shouldn't be sending billions of dollars to Ukrainians to buy more

weapons and perpetuate the war, thus contributing to more innocent deaths.

My mom lives in Zaporozhye, close to Energodar nuclear power plant (second largest in Europe). Russians have been trying to hit it, if

this happens it would be another Chernobyl, and will affect whole Europe. Anyhow, I believe Americans should not interfere with most of

other countries conDicts and wars, unless it directly threatens us. Thank you for this article con;rming my beliefs!
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Thank you Tmoran for sharing your story. It must be painful to leave your family and friends and go to a foreign country. I beg the

question, why did you come to the USA? Reading most of the comments here every time this subject comes up it appears there

are a lot of communist (Russian) sympathizers here. Why did you not go to Russia? I can't imagine going to any communist

country. Freedom of choice and the right to bear arms hold a very important place for me. There are few places on this planet

with the opportunities and freedoms the USA offers. For everyone who is going to neg me today, why is the USA the #1 country

for INCOMING migration?

We are poised to have more than 3 million illegal immigrants cross our borders this year. That's just 1%, but every 10 years that's

30+ million more people! No where else in the world is witnessing this. If the USA is so bad, why are there more people coming

and why aren't all of the haters leaving? I complain a lot about the direction this country is heading and it's not because of

Capitalism. I'm concerned with socialism and communism. Now it appears that Marxism has caught us all by surprise!
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Hmmm, JnJ, damn good point! Either, by default, we turned out to be the nicest country on the planet, or somehow managed to

convince billions of others we were. Besides that, perfection can't exist alongside human beings. I mean, jeez, it's simply too

much trouble.
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Putin didn't "invade" Ukraine. Ukraine has not declared their sovereignty from Russia for many years. Putin simply went in to take out

the 30+ US funded bio-labs that dotted Ukraine - as well as the Deep State actors that have been hiding out there. Any news stories

about "war" in Ukraine were false, fake, and nonsense. Video footage is old footage of buildings being demolished, or skirmishes that

took place years ago. The real atrocities in Ukraine is that they have been killing their own people who have been trying to escape into

Russia.

This has all been an effort to hide, or distract from the illegal dealings the Bidens have had in Ukraine for years. FJB proudly boasted

about his quid pro quo in Ukraine when he was (illegitimate) VP to (illegitimate) POTUS Obama. Why do you think they waited until after

the Ukrainian "elections" before declaring his run for POTUS? They even sent corrupt Frank LaRose, the (illegitimate) SOS of Ohio, over

there to "monitor" their elections. It was so they could ensure the actor Zelensky "won" the presidency.
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I agree with the terrorist laboratories and illicit businesses of the Biden family, in terms of the images that are distributed in

Europe are devastating and the scope of the deaths, suffering and destruction of all kinds of buildings, civilians and strategies

for the advance of Russian troops whose President Putin is suffering, according to his opponents, a loss of con;dence. NATO,

Biden, Putin and Zelensky serve their own interests that do not correspond to the citizens who want peace. The Pentagon has

admitted to funding and building 46 biological warfare laboratories in Ukraine.

These laboratories can create deadly viruses, with more victims produced especially by vaccines than the deaths of civilians and

soldiers from the terrible war in Ukraine, which is also fueling misery, suffering and deaths from hunger and suicides throughout

the world. It must be emphasized that the management of the Covid plandemic will reach millions of deaths by vaxx for more

causes than Ukraine's own will. This does not take into account the deaths associated with secondary causes of the imposed

covid plandemic, such as untold and massive bankruptcies around the world, unemployment, poverty, extreme poverty that More

war spending more misery for the American people.

Joe Bien is one of the serious culprits of this medical, economic and energy crisis with the threat of worsening the war with

worse consequences. In a lengthy report issued by a watchdog group founded by a former Trump administration oocial, he

indicated that the current US president is implicated in at least half a dozen crimes, including tax evasion.

www.newstarget.com/2022-10-27-joe-biden-implicated-in-half-dozen-white..  (10/27/2022)
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Sean Penn presents Oscar to Ukrainian President Zelensky The irony of this is unbelievable, he’s just another actor like the one

running Canada. www.thenews.com.pk/latest/1008163-sean-penn-presents-oscar-to-ukrainia..
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HISTORY OF NAZISM IN UKRAINE: THE OUN DURING WORLD WAR TWO, 1941-1945 www.globalresearch.ca/.../5798384

 (11/08/2022)
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People need to study history. Russia supported the US during the War of Independence, as well as Lincoln and the American Union.

There were even plans during the 1800s to build a bridge or tunnel across the Bering Strait connecting the two countries. No doubt this

didn't sit well with the international bankers who eventually created the US Federal Reserve and soon after ;nanced the Russian

Revolution to put the Bolsheviks in power. Putin has no interest in Ukraine other than to maintain its independence and stop the ethnic

cleansing of Russian speaking Ukrainians by the N*z* West Ukrainians who have been there since 1939 and then reinforced by the US

lead fascist coup in 2014.

What a different world it would have been if Russia and the US were able to maintain and build on their friendship. I'm fairly con;dent

that Russians and Americans, the people, would be open to building that back up again, since there has been a hint of that as scientists

from both counties cooperated, and I believe continue to cooperate, with their space programs.
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The people do not want war, but the special interests behind their governments do.
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Now Europe must seek an understanding with Russia and soften the tyranny of NATO commanded by the US. Otherwise, the

energy crisis will cause an extreme crisis in Europe. There are three different camps of thought as to how this war should end:

the realists, the optimists, and the revisionists. We can ;nd representatives of all three among the politicians and voters of

almost all European countries, but they are not equally represented everywhere: in Western and Southern Europe, the debate is

mainly between the realists and the optimists; in the Ukraine and some Eastern European countries, between the optimists and

the revisionists.

So-called realists believe that Europe's goal should be that Russia does not win, Ukraine does not lose, and the war does not

spread. This point of view is reDected in his statements by the President of France, Emmanuel Macron. According to this

reasoning, Ukraine must be helped to liberate as much of its territory as possible, but the Ukrainian victory must also have its

limits, since the pursuit of that goal would greatly increase the risk of Russia using tactical nuclear weapons. The most obvious

limit, and it is important to say, is that Ukraine does not go as far as reclaiming Crimea, which Russia annexed in 2014.

Realists correctly view the current conDict as more dangerous than the Soviet-American confrontation during the Cold War,

because the Cold War was the clash of two forces that believed that history was on their side. The West now faces an

apocalyptic-minded leader, haunted by the specter of a world without Russia. A common framework is urgently needed to reach

a resolution of the war. Without him, the Ukrainians' fear of being betrayed by the West and Putin's fear of Russia's military

humiliation fuel the escalation to the extreme.
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idruid "People need to study history."  But more vital - people & Governments need to learn from history.  Liked your comment.

Thank you.  But our reality - “What experience and history teach is this — that nations and governments have never learned

anything from history, or acted upon any lessons they might have drawn from it.” ~ Georg Hegel.
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People need to know just how wicked and guilty Anthony Fauci is. drtrozzi.org/.../fauci-red-alert-america
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Amy Goodman didn't plead to just wear one mask; she opted at the end of her show(s) for three- Anything from Democracy Now is

poisonous gatekeeper soup  Better choices exist by far to highlight imperialism than a grifter toughting a "war and peace" report... that

crap show is a scam ask folks at Paci;ca how honest and fair Goodman is... ask Aaron mate, or max blumenthal ... either could provide

better material and kno the dis honesty inherent at their former employer-
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RFlocal, you got it right when you say Amy Goodman is: ..."a grifter toughting a 'war and peace' report....". She has ;nancial

support from 26 foundations and many other organizations. At one time, and still may be happening, she was getting funds from

the CIA, although indirectly via several media out;ts. Have you ever heard her give an investigative report on 911? Her broadcast

studio was near ground zero on 911. She avoids 911 the same as she avoids JFK assassination and other hits on certain political

;gures. Some info on her funding: www.inDuencewatch.org/non-pro;t/democracy-now-productions/?fbclid=Iw..
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I was a big fan of DemocracyNow, but they lost their credibility when they became "wars for democracy" propagandists about ten

years ago. Then I went to TRNN until they took a dive. I see no bigger organized media organization providing unbiased analysis

today, so now it's Jimmy Dore, Max Blumenthal, Garland Nixon on Rok;n, Jon Rappoport, Consortium News, Zerohedge, Aaron

Mate, Scott Ritter, etc.
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If you speed read over the posted comments, you need to read Gui's comment again and after that read it one more time because it is

THE TRUTH!!!! "The totalitarianism that we are facing is in the hands of dictators, but the real source of our misery is rather the way that

multinational corporations use supercomputers to calculate pro;ts and then extract as much money as possible from us by making us

impossible to grow our own food, cure our own diseases, teach ourselves, or entertain ourselves. In this context we ;nd Vanguard and

Black Rock are stakeholders across industry, media, academia and politics. Vanguard and Black Rock invest in each other through

something called circular ownership, they are a monopoly that owns everything.

“Democracy” is perhaps the most advertised export product under the Made in USA label." The conundrum is now with accepted

censorship in America anyone who speaks this truth is labeled by the powers that be and MSM as "consiparcy theorist",

"Anti-American", "terrorist", et. al. There are no accountable, responsible political parties in America. There are only the multinationals

and lobbyists deconstructing the United States Constitution and The Bill of Rights under the rouse of Patriotism. Gird you loins folks!

We're in for a bumpy ride!
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Thank you DIANNA, yes, as long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption The rules of the game have not changed much, in

fact they have been strengthened: inDuence so that laws are passed that bene;t those in power. Therefore, any interest group

wants to hire those who get "results". People who spend their lives seeking political rent represent an enormous opportunity

cost. The most important lobbies correspond to inDuential economic sectors: The military lobby, for example, is very powerful in

the United States, where the pressure of this powerful industry reaches geopolitical inDuence in the international decisions of the

;rst power.

The energy lobby: energy companies have great power. Oil companies have traditionally been among the largest companies in

the world, and even now they retain some of the power, amid the debate over the energy transition that is taking place worldwide.

We know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health

and it is where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with the "vaccines" in the decisions

of the mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medications while

Alternative Medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

Big tech companies contribute to and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to invest and handling

billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage

the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society. Lobbies try to

inDuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their job consists not so much in direct pressure, but in

generating a state of opinion in society that causes political authorities to be prone to what they look for
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In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those from below to give money to those from above. It is

clear that the way corporations inDuence our US government is having a terrible effect on our health and the health of plants and

animals. The sad reality is that we are distracted by sponsor-inDuenced media to keep us focused on the wrong issues. For the

vast majority of humans it is clear that environmental toxins emanating from distributed products and point sources are a major

threat to human well-being and the biodiversity of planet earth, yet they receive only a tiny percentage of coverage from the

media. The lobbies act on all fronts commanded by big capital. Now the Great Reset is a source of great resources to achieve the

purposes of the deep state.
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Thanks Gui for your eloquent response as always. Yet, the largest lobbyist of them all ... wait for it ... Big Pharma! Quite the

achievement for them and you wonder why we are where we are today.

www.opensecrets.org/news/2021/07/big-pharma-largest-lobbying-spender-b..
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Spot on direct bullseye hit dianna!
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Somehow I saw this decades ago even though I was quite politically unaware back then. I decided America's leadership relative to other

countries was that of bullying, much like an alcoholic father bullies and pushes around his family. It's about time we push back and

expose the hypocrites for who they really are.
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The US is a Constitutional Republic , not a democracy. We are under the law of the Constituton. It took 2 years for the lawsuits to go

through the Courts for the mask directives to fail. A mandate is a order handed down from a judge, it is not a law but written to inforce a

law. The second code of the US was mind your own business. Too bad we don't follow it today. Russia is now using our drones , left

behind in Afganistan by Biden. No one could be that stupid so I believe it was deliberate. My friends in Russia knew about the laptop 2

weeks before we did. We did not even know what they were talking about. Most people are already brainwashed, see Roy Masters on

youtube , hynosis demonstration. Most people today are spirituality broken, so they can be taken over by anyone. Be still and know that

I am God. Learn to listen to that still small voice inside and not the voices in your head . A human being can only live by courage ,

morals and principals, not emotions and feelings.
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The Late George Carlin spelled everything that is now happening decades ago.  No one is paying attention.
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It’s too bad he’s not around to remind people that we are living in a world where humanity is being run by a bunch of homosexual

psychopaths. “it’s a big club and you ain’t in it” www.youtube.com/watch
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RJK6619 .... how true!!!
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Gerald Celente says....When all else fails, they take you to war.
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Lou321 Gerald Celente is great. He does not pull punches and he gets ;red up.  "MIDTERM ELECTIONS: VOTE FOR THE LOSER

YOU HATE THE LEAST. THE WAR MACHINE ALWAYS WINS" www.youtube.com/watch
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Being aware and seeking truthfulness, I collect and connect "dots." My favorite "dot" is Cui Bono (for whose bene;t)?  Thank you Dr

Mercola for asking the question, a ;rst step in Critical Thinking. Some "dots" for consideration:  I have a photo of Vasili Arkhipov

hanging in my ooce. Why? "Vasili Arkhipov: The Soviet Oocer Who Averted Nuclear War"

 www.historyhit.com/vasili-arkhipov-the-soviet-oocer-who-averted-nucl..
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Alex Krainer is an incredible source for "dots". Consider: "Britain’s secret diplomacy and the European wars"

thenakedhedgie.com/2022/10/05/britains-secret-diplomacy-and-the-europe..
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Alex again: "The real war: People vs. the Banks" thenakedhedgie.com/2022/10/12/the-real-war-people-vs-the-banks/
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Moon of Alabama - great article. "Misguided Foreign Policies Against Russia And Others Damage The U.S. And Its 'Allies'"

www.moonofalabama.org/2022/10/misguided-foreign-policies-against-russi..
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Chris Hedges - don't always agree - but his work is rock solid: "The Chris Hedges Report: The truth about Ukraine with Medea

Benjamin" www.youtube.com/watch
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Last dot for today. I enjoy Off-Guardian: "Only Adult Children Still Believe US Propaganda"

off-guardian.org/2022/10/11/only-adult-children-still-believe-us-propa..    I seek awareness and truthfulness for four reasons.

My grandchildren:  Rowan (5), Regan (9), Brooklyn (10) & Landon (12). What are your reasons?
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CUI BONO, BFR and iInteresting references. What is happening in Ukraine marks the course of the struggle for military and

economic hegemony between the US, China and the USSR. For several decades, the US facilitated China's economic rise, while

the latter tacitly accepted US military dominance in the Asia-Paci;c region. That period ended, and today Chinese geopolitical

ambitions and American nationalist revisionism face each other. On the other hand, the background in the conDict between

Russia and the United States is the inter-imperialist competition that disputes areas of inDuence, but we must distinguish that

cause from the motive.

This is the US claim to place a close military threat to Russia, NATO in Ukraine. Warmer relations between Germany and Russia

signal the end of the "unipolar" world order that the United States has overseen for the past 75 years. A German-Russian alliance

threatens to accelerate the decline of the superpower that is currently inching closer to the abyss. That is why Washington is

determined to do everything possible to sabotage Nord Stream and keep Germany within its orbit. It is a matter of survival.

Washington needs to create the perception that Russia poses a threat to Europe's security.

That is the goal. They need to show that Putin is a bloodthirsty aggressor with a trigger-happy temper who cannot be trusted.

The media does not report any of this, instead the focus is on "evil Putin" who has amassed an estimated 100,000 troops along

the Ukrainian border and threatens to plunge the whole of Europe into another bloody war. In a world where Germany and Russia

are friends and trading partners, there is no need for US military bases, expensive US-made weapons and missile systems, or

NATO.
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Several times the Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden, whose son is a member of the Board of Directors of the most
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Several times the Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden, whose son is a member of the Board of Directors of the most

important Ukrainian gas exploitation company, went to Ukraine as one goes to his house. This fraternity reveals itself equally

strong with the new president. How not to recognize that complicity that does not allow itself to be bothered by democratic

rights, nor by international laws. Ukraine has three things that attract the United States: the ;rst is to get to the Russian border

with a military base of force; the second is that Ukraine has something like 42 tons of gold left that they took to the United

States; the third is that in Ukraine Burisma Holding is the most important natural gas exploitation company and that it is

important to take control of it.

In this regard, the son of Vice President Joe Biden has been appointed a member of the board of directors of this Holding. What

is happening now between the United States and Russia is something extremely dangerous. The policy of expansion and

domination of the former, to whom the NATO countries serve as laborers, leads directly to this conDict described by many as the

great war prophesied in the Apocalypse. A war that can worsen for humanity-

www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 www.globalresearch.ca/when-the-cult-occupies-all-the-space-the-essenti..
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rrealrose
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Nice set of links, thanks guys!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr, thanks for these dot-connecting links. I liked the one from yesterday from Brownstone Institute

brownstone.org/articles/global-health-and-the-art-of-really-big-lies/  about the psychology of Big Lies. One thing I often come

back to is that I'm one of the dots, one of the players on the chessboard. I have agency and power. The ARE creating all this

control apparatus and yet the power of the individual conscience and consciousness remains. Our relationship to the power

structure comes before what "they" are doing to us. This is a spiritual battle and help is available for the good ;ght.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

imaginal110 "I have agency and power"  Great comment - but only if one makes it so.  That is our mission - to empower as many

individuals as possible.  "If not for myself, who will be?  If only for myself, what am I? If not now, when? (source unknown)
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djbigelow
Joined On 9/21/2012 12:49:49 AM
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While quoting from Jeffrey Sachs and advertising a book about the roots of COVID-19, do we forget that Sachs is a cohort of Gates,

Pope Francis, and Fauci?
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djbigelow - valid point. An Intelligent Thinker understands subtleties, nuances, and has discernment. I listen to Jeffery - but use

discernment.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on the money, never trusted Sachs !!!!!
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM
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First they haunted and hunted the communists. Now they want everyone to live as a communist. Can't we just be our natural selves?
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anything wrong with Chinese "communism" ? It's the Capitalism that turned US into a mother and a father of all Evils. Capitalism

made it possible to grow such evil companies like Google, Monsanto, P;zer and all pharmaceuticals, over 20 bio-warfare labs in

Ukraine and around the world....and one thousand more american crimes.
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zinovius......it is the jesuits who have done all this, with all their cohorts, which are many. Their boss sits on the throne in Rome,

devouring the whole world. Capitalism came from the Protestant Reformation and it is Rome's counter Reformation which has

done ALL this. Provable history but you must go far enough back to see the total build up to now. Read Edmond Paris! THE Secret

Wars of the Jesuits.
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Hippocrates460
Joined On 2/21/2012 10:12:18 PM
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We're getting global Technocracy aka UN Agendas 21 and 2030 which is a fusion of the worst aspects of a techno surveillance

communism and fascism (corporatism). That's how the mainstream media continues to pit political factions against each other

with leftists railing against capitalism (it's crony, not free market) and conservatives worried about communism, yet few grasp

the form of totalitarianism being shoved down our throats is an Ouroboros where the serfs are closely tracked and monitored in

real time and punished for wrong think while the elites live lavish lives doing as they please. Governments fuse with corporations

wielding the compliance and enforcement power of government with corporate ownership of EVERYTHING - public services,

water, lands, roads and other infrastructure, and then all private property (we're not allowed to own homes or cars).

Dr Mercola should consider interviewing Allison McDowell on the issue of Human Capital Markets and how these systems are

quietly being brought in to transform our world for a digital gulag, an open-air prison. That's why the criminal justice system is

the initial target to use people convicted of crimes as the ;rst guinea pigs for constant tracking and Skinner Box type instant

reward and punishment.

The ;rst Human Capital Market in the US was 2012, Riker's Island (Goldman Sachs). This is why Soros funded district attorney

races for candidates pledging to reduce or stop enforcement of many crimes including theft, vandalism, and assault. They also

say they want to do away with jails and prisons. That's why covid was fused to tracking with smartphones. China is the model

with social credit scores as the endgame. Watch out for privatization in your state and community and new public systems that

offer subsidies with strings attached.
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cdbevis1
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In communism workers receive the fruits of their labor, not the capitalists. I like it when people use words correctly.
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"Russia has long been very clear about the fact that it will not allow Ukraine to join NATO, for the simple fact that it would place a NATO

military presence right on its border. Russia wants Ukraine to remain an independent “buffer zone” between itself and NATO countries..."

That's Russia propaganda. If this were true then Russia wouldn't keep invading Ukraine and annexing the areas they are occupying.

What happens when Russia completely occupies Ukraine? They have MULTIPLE NATO neighboring countries! So that long held idea

doesn't hold water.
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The US/NATO have been breaking their agreements with Russia for decades. The US couped Ukraine in 2014, supported the N

azis, supported the Ukrainian army in killing fellow Ukrainians (at least 14,000 over 8 years), and was moving more troops to

surround the Donbass... so Russia started their special operation and almost had a peace deal before BJ Dew over to nix it.

Ukraine has been their red line to NATO for years.
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Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM
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I am already tired of all this. I laughed at ;rst, but now it is no longer funny. All I can say is - nuthouse is on the loose. Majority don't

even know where Ukraine is, where Russia is, why Russia had to get involved and what US and NATO is doing there. On the news they

show bombed Donezk and saying that it is Kiev, bombed by Russia (Russia hit only precisely military infrastructure and everything that

is connected to it)... Zelensky is the greatest leader? !@#$%&*(Drug addict, already sniffed out all his brain. His soldiers hate him, his

pple curse him. Ok, Shawn Pen gift him his Oscar today (I guess, it does not mean to him anything).

How ironic. Bravo. Great performance.... I \ am watching Russian news and what Russian goverment concentrated on and what it does

(all about life, technology, people and how to improve the llife)... and then Canadian/US - seems news from different planet. I often think

that "some" play some kind of computer game and totally lost the sense of reality, they bring the game and its illusion to the life creating

total delirium... psychos . "There are things known and there are things unknown, and in between are the doors of perception.". In case

of Ukraine - there is unknown and there are lies and in the middle "...soap bubble..."
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By watching network TV, I'm getting the picture that we all need drugs with weird names, Putin is out to exterminate us and blacks/gays

are the new majority.....And very rare to hear anti-war voices, or criticism of FBI/CIA collusion with all media and their subversion of

sovereign countries paired with internal propaganda. Speech of bioweapons, weatherweapons, psycheweapons, Julian Assange and

the zionist neocon shadow government are taboo. How else could the horrible events created over the last few years be ignored as the

empire teeters?
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Well spotted Randall. the 'Zionist neocons shadow government' is pulling the strings.
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Joined On 4/4/2017 7:10:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love that instead of backing down from the luciferian psychopaths who are threatening you, you are publishing some great truths for

all to see - You are an inspiration Doc - THANK YOU!!
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After the horri;c blunder of Afghanistan,I doubt the US electorate will ever fully entrust their Sons & Daughters to the State for war,

again,current military enrollment failures prove it.
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READING THROUGH US’ GEOPOLITICS AND ITS AFGHANISTAN WAR POLICY

www.globalresearch.ca/reading-through-us-geopolitics-and-its-afghanist..
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...very small group with a very speci;c idea of how to force Ukraine to end the war. What war? I see no war currently going on anywhere.

If you mention word "war" in contemporary Russian Federation you will face up to 12 years in jail. By operation of Law. Rule of law,

ofcourse. If this idea refers to Putin's "special military operation" in Ukraine, then answer is simple: Version 1: Ukraine capitulates and

that's the end of special military operation. So, war ends, a fence is built around Ukraine and safary may begin.

As promised by Kadirov. Shooting disarmed Ukrainian women, men and children. For fun. Until the last Ukrainian. Promised by Chechen

leader. Version2: Ukraine defeats russian army and enters the Moskow, just as allies entered Berlin in 1945. That would be such an

enormous relief and joy for all counntries bordering Russia, such as Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania. Everyone of

these would be thankful to Ukrainians beyond belief. Corruption: Yep, Ukraine is riddled with that menace.

But who are we (especially in the US) when one can see a total corruption in our medical establishment, news organizations, social

networks, licensing bodies and everywhere and anywhere touched by c-10? Worst of all at is also evident that judicial system has also

been corrupted. Facing such a mountain of evidence of fraud and doing nothing... And so much BS in previous comments. Dr. Mercola

you didn't need this. It's just disgraceful. No need to ruin your hard earned reputation.
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Imagine if there was a Red wave in this election..Think of how many crooks would be impeached, tossed in jail and left to rot..FJB was

sooo scared of that and he knew it was coming. Then think of the setback it would be to the Great reset, WEF and all of these evil

puppets. One can only imagine how much monies was pumped in to ensure the Red wave didn't materialized.Not to mention the

amount of stealing that was done, likely mimicking the 2020 election..We did hear about the voting machines hiccuping early in the

game - coincidence ?
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That depends on how many of them are traitors, can be bribed or extorted. And of course, several have been stolen again.

Fetterman won, LMFAO! Not that Oz was much better, but come on. It's an absolute mockery.
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You really think the corporate Republican party would be any different? Both parties are tools of the oligarchy.
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That is the Great Delusion. If Republicans controlled everything, there would be little difference. They are ALL on the SAME SIDE!

All have been bought and sold countless times. But people still buy into the delusion.
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Money talks. Ballots counted Biden et al wins. Votes counted Biden et al lose. Same as in 2020. FWIW.

theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/11/09/big-picture-2020-midterm-..
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One difference between the imperialist Roman empire and the imperialist US empire: the people knew they were living under an

imperialist empire back then.
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"Creative Destruction" & Then, 6uild 6ack 6etter https://www.henrymakow.com/   Quote The plandemic is inspired by the satanic

doctrine of "Creative Destruction" found in Cabalist Judaism & Freemasonry. They are beginning their third world war to cover their

COVID tracks. Cabalists believe the Old (Christian) Order must be ruthlessly destroyed before the New (Satanic) World Order, based on

the Kabbalah, can be built. Hence, the Illuminati motto: "Order Out of Chaos." Hence, the Communist Manifesto advocates the

destruction of nation, religion, and family and the transfer of all private wealth to the Illuminati bankers, in the guise of the state.

The Doctrine of Creative Destruction explains why war and revolution have been characterized by gratuitous genocide, terror, and

destruction. It explains the banishment of God from public discourse and the widespread acceptance of obscenity, pornography, and

the occult. It explains the attack on gender and the promotion of homosexuality to heterosexuals. It explains the spate of false-Dag

terror that is a hallmark of modern life. https://www.henrymakow.com/  
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There is a real world dictator who is the cause of the wars and strife made constant. The bible, GOD'S WORD, has told us who this is and

where from he rules and even, by what power. THE WORLD REMAINS IGNORANT OF THIS. The USA has been under the control of this

demonic tyrant through intrigues and manipulations and in;ltrations for centuries. these powers rule the whole world. The bible says

the beast they created devours the whole world. The beast was given it's power seat and authority from the dragon/devil. [Rev13] It's full

description is given in Rev17 and 18. We can believe this because history reveals the truth of it. I hope that soon more people will

regard this because knowing from where all this springs is necessary.
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Terracer
Joined On 4/4/2017 7:10:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you read scripture (obviously you do) then you know that no other country, area, or region more closely ;ts the description of

Mystery Babylon than America. Could it be that this republic was reserved, then conquered just for this very moment in time to

be the end time "hammer of the whole earth"?  Is it possible that only free man could have accomplished as much as we have -

technology that is being used to enslave not just us, but the whole world? YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT -

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/9/2022 6:47:43 AM

* Like  + Dislike

 

ghbnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The beast as you refer to it, only exist in those who let it in, it is within the human animal. The choice is ours alone to make, good

or evil, god or devil.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/9/2022 8:45:18 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm still trying to ;gure out where "the fatal wound that was healed" ;ts in. Could it be the Catholic Church?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/9/2022 9:15:46 AM

* Like  + Dislike

 

NobleHeart
Joined On 6/18/2022 1:07:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Doctor Mercola for your courage to write these truths! "Anyone who dared agree that Russia may have a valid reason for its

actions in Ukraine was immediately labeled a traitor. " And I would add many more, as I always said that "things are not what they

appear to be" . It's a paradox that while so many good and wonderful things come out of the colorful US to the world, unfortunately also

darkness comes along with them too.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/9/2022 4:41:35 AM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for clearing the minds of those who let US and its European puppets to brainwash the sheeple. US is A Evil

country. It has been A Evil country since 1917, when it decided to target Russia using Germany as a tool. US totally built up and restored

German's economy and its army. With a goal in mind: to lead Germany into attacking Soviet Union. It is no secret today that so many

american companies and corporations supported Germany and later Nazi Germany - before WWII and during WWII. America's "entry"

into the war was a decoration for a cover up of its secret union with Hitler.

Funny "dday" ??? in July 1944 ???...when Russian Army was clearly marching ahead towards Berlin ??? Sure, Washington has failed and

the only thing that could save its face was a cheap spectacle of ddday, to get on time into marching into Berling together with a sole

winner in the war, USSR. Since then, since 1945, all thousands of books published in US were all about american "heroism" and

America's "victory". About the real Victor the Soviet Army - 5-10 pages at the most in each book or a picture album.

So now Washington has acquired a new puppet, Ukraine, to target Russia again. Ukraine is the new Germany. And Ukraine is also again

paying for american cimes, just like Germany did. Not to forget what Ukrainian people did to Jews for centuries, the daily attacks

against Jews, their mass cooperation with German army during WWII, entire SS units comprised of only Ukrainian deserters from

Russian Army. American evil character extends to HiTech too, it's Google, Monsanto, Facebook, P;zer and hundreds more.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/9/2022 3:45:22 AM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate the efforts to awaken the public. Preaching to the choir, unfortunately. In Nazi Germany there was a minority who saw it all

clearly. Same with Soviet Russia. Even imperialist Japan probably included a few who saw through the evil of their regime, although for

some reason Asians seem even more gullible and sheeplike than others, in spite of being smart enough to excel in the sciences.

Throughout all societies, the majority will follow the herd, to one disaster after another. I've concluded there is no solution. But thanks

for trying.
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I can't claim that the United States is not ever imperialistic. Likewise, I think this fellow overstates the case rather badly. What other

nation ever ousted a nasty dictator who was torturing and murdering his people, and then rebuilt the country and then left, voluntarily?

The United States has done that several times. On the other hand, I think the United States needs to stay out of the Ukraine conDict. As

stated, the leadership is corrupt. There is no national interest for us there. It all depends on who is president, really. Some presidents

respect the people of other nations and provide real help, and some, particularly people who were not elected and stole the White

House, do anything but.
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No he does not overstate the case. The U.S. has been the greatest shining light for human rights in recorded history. But

particularly since Vietnam we've done more harm than good to other countries. We've turned into a force for evil and destruction.

Open your eyes. It doesn't look like we'll be doing it much longer though. Russia, China and many other countries may be ruled by

tyrants, but while they look to maximize their own power, they at least wish the best for their own countries. Our leaders either

hate the USA or could care less, with few exceptions (DeSantis seems to be one exception). I don't see it turning around, so our

inDuence is on the wane, big time.
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It might be better to stick to your highly regarded (in my opinion) medical support. Supporting reducing inDammatory conditions seems

oxymoronic when at the same time that you’re creating stress by engaging in political, conspiratorial issues, and the like. Maybe

creating a separate website so that most of us that follow Dr. Mercola’s wisdom regarding health and well-being can choose whether we

want to be broadsided by having to see the headline. Just a thought..
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That's a fair point. I respectfully disagree. When society degrades, possibly to the point of collapse, it's pretty important to our

health. His health advice is just as objectionable to the mindless followers of conventional medical wisdom as his social/political

thoughts are to mindless followers of our today's detestable "inDuencers". And it's just as important to break free of dead-wrong

groupthink in both areas.
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Let's not forget old secret societies... Not content to only poison western culture in Europe, one (with many branches) came over to

America early on and got into the background (or underground) from the very start. The USA was founded on wonderful principles, but

sadly in a fallen world, nothing is perfect, and they have done a masterful job of embedding themselves from the beginning. Working for

darkness, their goals include causing chaos and destruction (while building their public image on "doing good"). Of course we couldn't

have even one country on this earth without that inDuence. It's sad, but true. In the ;rst 3-party USA presidential election, the third party

was trying to stand up against what they had already recognized by then to be a dangerous secret society, and that was a long time ago.

They have been making plans for centuries and probably helping other like-minded take advantage of opportunities they created. Just

another factor to think about.
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Is there a microwave effect when 5G radiation and massively sprayed chemtrails are combined?? CANADA AND CANADIANS HAVE

COMPUTER SIMULATION REALITY AND TOTAL CLIMATE CONTROL THIS YEAR. WHO IS DOING THAT? Canadians could soon become

extinct. Is this a depopulation agenda? Unusual high temperatures and musty air are caused by tons of chemicals sprayed all day long

during spring, summer, and fall. The aircraft was probably instructed to screen the sun at dusk in particular. There are no insects, deer,

or birds this year. Even sparrows are not seen anymore. (They started disappearing gradually during the last 10 years. Municipalities

spray insects for decades).

No more bird migrations over the city. We can't see the Great Bear constellation overnight. The sky is changed at night too! TOTAL

STILLNESS AT NIGHT! no fresh air day and night. Feels like a void at midnight. A computer simulation from "The Matrix".There are 5G

cables and equipment all over the place even on trails. The atmosphere is likely heated by 5G wires and gadgets, along with metallic

powders from the sky, causing temperatures to soar. BTW, this year we have no WIND, RAINBOWS, THUNDERSTORMS, AND

LIGHTENING ANYMORE. Since November 4th, it has ceased. Clearsky. Zero chemtarils. Maybe God has heard my prayers.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Those peoples in Rev 3:9, observed in man, that they placed little values in what they possessed, for the desire to posses what they do

not possess causes them to lose sight of what they hold in their hands. This phenomena derived their Principal of Material Interests’

have become the basis of their commercial, social, and political system since. Their taking of their illegal plunder allowed them to move

on from the people they plundered,who where tethered to their land . They had the advantage of moving from town and countries, laying

their web of deceit on new unsuspecting victims. They plotted over a hundred years ago how to eventually take possession of all

physical assets if the world and they NEEDED 3 world wars to achieve this.

From the beginning of time man could be controlled by one of two principles. Principal of Physical Force, and the Theocratic Principal

(religion). Then a group of people (revelation 3:9) came up with the principal of Material Interests (;nancial oppression). The two truths

of Material Interest: 1.”not those who acquire but those who save attain wealth” and 2.“those who save will obtain supremacy over those

who squander”. They NEVER wanted a country as their own, they knew a force could then conquer them, preferring to move around

countries causing ;nancial havoc and ruin to individuals and towns before being thrown out, allowing them to scream “Persecution of

our people”, as they carried their plunder to a new town or country.

They HAD to move once people realized how they had been swindled. They are a brotherhood of thieves (a family that supports one

another completely). Cunning is their weapon they never use force so they can hide under a moral character’. Rapacity (the lust to gain)

is so ingrained in them it extinguishes every other feeling. Money and gain is their passion. It places them in an everlasting antagonism

against all moral men.They seek to devour and control ALL others.Cunning and immorality are chess pieces
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What i cannot understand is how anyone can feel they have won if we have nuclear war? The earth will be contaminated worldwide,

there will be no humans left to do the work of rebuilding the government, whichever one "wins". Even the air, water, soil used to grow

food for the elite to enjoy will be contaminated!! How can the leaders be so stupid as to think there will be a WINNER! ALL WILL HAVE

LOST. lIVING IN UNDERGROUND BUNKERS, HAVING TO FILTER AIR IN THEM, EATING RATIONS NSTEAD OF FOOD! iT WOULD TAKE

MANY YEARS TO REBUILD THE LAND. mANY GENERATIONS WILL HAVE LIVED AND DIED BEFORE IT IS ONCE MORE SUITABLE FOR

HUMANS TO LIVE. dOESN'T MATTER IF THEY ARE RCH OR POOR!
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These people (rev 3:9) have planned this for over a hundred years. They have built vast homes and gardens underground . They

are prepared to live underground for any length of time, in order to achieve world dominance and control. Their ultimate goal. The

underground homes are vast!! Gates is mow involved in hiding the sun rays from those who will try to survive. .

Geoengineeringwatch.org
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From the beginning of time man could be controlled by one of two principles. Principal of Physical Force, and the Theocratic Principal

(religion). Then a group of people (revelation 3:9) came up with the principal of Material Interests (;nancial oppression). The two truths

of Material Interest: 1.”not those who acquire but those who save attain wealth” and 2.“those who save will obtain supremacy over those

who squander”. They NEVER wanted a country as their own, they knew a force could then conquer them, preferring to move around

countries causing ;nancial havoc and ruin to individuals and towns before being thrown out, allowing them to scream “Persecution of

our people”, as they carried their plunder to a new town or country.

They HAD to move once people realized how they had been swindled. They are a brotherhood of thieves (a family that supports one

another completely). Cunning is their weapon they never use force so they can hide under a moral character’. Rapacity (the lust to gain)

is so ingrained in them it extinguishes every other feeling. Money and gain is their passion. It places them in an everlasting antagonism

against all moral men. They seek to devour and control ALL others. Cunning and immorality are his chess pieces. We are in a battle of

good versus evil. At this point in time, they have silently amassed trillions and have used it to in;ltrate governments (USA included),

education, medical, agriculture, military.

By materializing the people’ to want’ they have corrupted the masses, who now bend to these people’s will. Moving people off their

farms of independence and into cities makes them easily controllable . The family unit being destroyed,is unable to support to one

other in times if need. Death, destruction, immorality , follow them wherever they go, as they silently slither on to their next conquests

of attaining more wealth and control. They perceive themselves as God’s people’ and therefore all allowed’ in whatever they do. Rev 3:9
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After last eve elections we all know none of this matters...there will be no accountability in the swamp. Just more of the same ongoing

corruption and rhetoric with no one being held accountable for any of it in a REAL way. Just WE THE PEOPLE who pay the price every

time
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Excellent article, Dr. Mercola!!!
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Calling on our political representative...? I have been calling on my local MP here in the UK approximately 50 times since this plandemic

;rst rolled out. I write with facts and evidence and he sides with the government narrative every time on every single subject matter. I

write now simply to create a paper trail of how this MP treats his constituents. Most political representatives are part of the problem

and appear to be more interested in their salaries, pensions and payoffs. Just look at the state of the UK's former health minister,

Hancock...absolutely repugnant.
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Wow. Fantastic newsletter. I just joined. I hope you stick with this topic. I watched the ;rst vid, and found out that Joe Cirincione is the

leader of the Ploughshares Fund, which is a " a public grant-making foundation focused on nuclear nonproliferation and conDict

resolution", and that Circincione is thinks that the US is pushing the world to the brink of a nuclear war to save 500 children in Ukraine.

Just an extraordinary interview, but the interviewer did not bring up the fact that the US has been trying to put missiles on Russia's

border for many years, that the US sponsored a coup in Ukraine in 2014, and that Putin tried mightily to negotiate with the west before

the war started. This war is as senseless as a war can be, the human race is at risk, and the US population is comatose.
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I've seen compelling ;rst-person evidence that it IS possible to program a person to murder someone and then forget that he did it.

Duncan O'Finian is one example
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Germany won WW2. By going underground and in;ltrating the U.S., the Fascists then used the economy and power of Americans to

fund their expansion and overthrow other governments. Perfect eg. Iran, 1953 Mozadek, democratically elected President. The Fascists

have been the real government of the U.S. ever since. And which small nation controls much of American politics ..... and banks ..... and

Big Pharma ..... and Media ..... hmm, who are the real Fascists?
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The Assassination of JFK is a prime example.
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This is one aspect of our national history that is truly bipartisan, unfortunately. What is conveniently overlooked in much of this

material, however, is that one major reason for some of the regime changes was because communists were taking over those

governments, and essentially surrounding the United States. That allows for a covert form of national self defense, in my humble

opinion. It's a cold, hard fact of life, but it is better to wage a war in someone else's yard than on your front porch.
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The regime change in Guatemala in 1954 was FOR the United Fruit Company, in Chile for the mining conglomerates, in Iraq for

oil, etc. etc. etc. You clearly believe MSM.
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China does not need MX, it has build an air ;eld and squatted next to one of our most important military bases, right in TX. Were the

children Russian children, taken to protect them from the racism in Ukraine against the Russian people? They never reveal truth when

trying to excite sheep.
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They just purchased farmland up north in North Dakota (I may have the wrong state) adjacent to a US Military complex.
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spa3588
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How long does it take for a comment to be approved. I wrote something yesterday in the morning and nobody approved the comment

almost like it was censored. I did not write something that the common person would judge as inappropriate. Anyone else with this

experience?
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Unfortunately, the Rus-Uke war is a use of demented brinkmanship -- part of the 'balance of terror' and our 'containment' policy worked

out by armchair chiefs during the cold war.  The risk is huge but the architects of both the west and Russia play the game and the non-

participating billions pay the cost with the planet. BTW, the fall back position of many of the USA's imperialist moves into Iran, Iraq,

Guatemala, Chile, Vietnam etc is to wreck havoc, punish, destroy civilian infrastructure if they don't quietly surrender to US domination.

If they sided with the USSR and now Russia -- the country would be leveled as Dat as possible -- note Syria, the last victim.
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I have found it hypocritical when those in ooce were saying that Democracy was at stake in this election. Free elections are part of the

democratic process. A very big part! So if the public votes for someone they don’t want in ooce, democracy is threatened? This is

manipulation and certainly not the values that I was brought up to believe in.
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When the usa declared it would police the world most people in every other country said ''Oh sheet'' not because of the great people of

america but your lousy corrupt politicians and bought media, if you check out alternative media its the biden admin that want the nuc

war. putin and russia want no such thing its all western media trying to drum up fear but its good to know that its failing to impact

because the truth is out there just dont look on the bought msm.
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Thank you Dr Mercola for this brilliant article. Could not be clearer that the Deep State in the USA has been 'at mischief' for decades.

Let's also remember that communism has advanced in the US - in stealth mode as Red China does and has done since Mao Tsung ...

The present Chinese president, Xi P. is a dangerous man. He has made it clear he will stop at nothing to gain world domination. This is

why it is more than astonishing for me to watch the US mid term results - they cannot be true..

the 'machines' we already know are probably 'reset'-- by the controllers in the US govt. I cant believe that most Americans want a

nuclear war. It is beyond reason. Therefore my conclusion is that it is the elites, the deep state, the Chinese govt. along with Marxist

driven dictator Trudeau - the little man who sits north of the US border (and lets remember his infamous father, Pierre Trudeau was the

leader in supporting communism in Cuba at the time of the Cuban crisis. It was his support of Castro against the Cuban people, that

allowed communism to take over that beautiful catholic island.

Trudeau Jr. is a dangerous derelict - who actually had Canadian guns turned on the truck drivers and their families .. How can such a

dangerous man be left in ooce? ... because he's useful for the real plan of the Reset Elites. They are all quite diabolically mad and I

mean that. Driven by an insane plan to destroy and control. No normal man or woman could support this horri;c destructive plan, which

brings us to the point of what is behind it all.

How much does a soldier need to take to know that 'it is all wrong to shoot and kill your very own because a crazy dictator in ooce tells

you to do so.' And here's a question - Biden with his very own hands is destroying the US daily with his horri;c open door policy at the US

/Mexican border..-- do these criminals - as that is what most of them are - do they get to vote?? May God help and protect the great USA
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The US certainly does not need any new states, such as Puerto Rico or Costa Rica. Look at all the trouble we got into by making Hawaii

a state, by allowing B. Obama to become president! The problem with Obama, in my opinion, was that he never set foot on mainland

USA until after he graduated high school, along with the indoctrination he received from his grandparents and adult friend in Hawaii.

The 57 states of Islam popped into his head when he wavered in the wrong direction over how many states the US had. He framed it as

a question rather than a statement about the 57 US states. If he had lived on the mainland I don't think that serious slip would have

occurred, and maybe he would have had a different opinion about "fundamentally transforming the USA."
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"The US certainly does not need any new states, such as Puerto Rico or Costa Rica." I agree with that, as the Democrats always

promote those corrupt, self serving ideas to expand their political base, such as statehood for Wash. D.C., and more recently

wanting to allow for voters at 16 Y.O. However, I'm curious as to why you would consider libertarian (classical liberalism) Costa

Rica in your assertion??? raina.iliensale.com/central-and-south-america/is-costa-rica-libertaria..  ~~~

en.wikipedia.org/.../Classical_liberalism
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Retraction in The Lancet: www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS0140-6736 (20)31324-6/fulltext
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Dr. Mercola -I generally agree with you in certain areas about which you express your facts and opinions, however, since my wife is

Ukrainian I feel compelled to express a few facts as well. Ukraine after gaining independence from the Soviet Union was forced to give

up its nuclear weapons and they were left defenseless against a nuclear armed Russia. The United States and NATO then did not want

Ukraine to be a part of NATO--again another incentive for Russia to eye its western neighbor. Ukraine suffered at the hands of Stalin in

the 1930's starving them to death by the numbers of 7 to 10 million deaths caused by that maniac. This was known as the Holodormer.

Then Hitler invaded and killed and enslaved Ukrainians in WWII. Ukraine has been through "HELL" and ;nally it has begun to struggle to

become a DEMOCRATIC nation. Yes there has been corruption, but every Dedgling democracy will have some corruption to contend

with and that included our own. As far as the money and weapons that are sent to Ukraine I have no problem with our government

overseeing those provisions and that they are used properly. But the results of our sending money and weapons are that the Ukrainians

are determined to take back "THEIR COUNTRY" and have valiantly defended their territory "THAT RUSSIA INVADED".

If they are pocketing the money I don't see how come they are having so much success against the Russians. I think in a effort to ;ght

"GLOBALISM" some politicians and others like you are perhaps "gulping down the camel" while trying to "strain out the gnat". It's easy to

do when you see threats to freedom and liberty, but I would like to just remind everyone including you Dr. Mercola that not everything is

always "black or white". The Ukrainian people have suffered enought at the hands of other countries that want to subjugate them to

their will and wishes and thankfully NATO and the U.S. is helping them to defend themselves against a maniacal leader named Putin!
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Oh yeah.....Meddling USA....actuall in the USA's killing over 400 MILLION lives in the last 250 years in Vietnam Laos and Cambodia

Afghanistan koreas Japan Chili Columbia around 110 countries...and Americans cry about why the world hates you guts...Even within

the USA borders in small places like Wounded Knee South Dakota and Minnesota the hanging of FirstNations People , in Waco Texas in

Ruby Ridge and the list goes on and on...just within the US Borders millions of FirstNations people have been slaughtered...yeah the

USA is one really nasty country.....blacker past that many countries..yeah with the USA 900+ Military bases worldwide...and each of

those bases thousands of surrounding Citizens get raped or murdered.... >> en.wikipedia.org/.../1995_Okinawa_rape_incident  << just

one of thousand yearly.....and ya wonder why the USA is hated worldwide....
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Add as Friend  Send Message

millions murdered in Vietnam under the guise of "Peace & Freedom" telling everyone was a "Commie" with the suposed "Threat of

Communism" was the USA's reason to bomb Vietnam and Laos for 10 years 24/7....millions of Bombs were dropped slaughtering

Millions of CIVILIANS 65% were CHILDREN,,...with Napalm ,Agent orange , Agent Purple, white phosphor and many more.....24

hours a day 7 days a week for 10 years the USA bombed ............peace&freedom?? yeah.....Korea another slaughter of

millions....Japan..........yeah......and ya wonder whay people hate the 4% of earths population that has slaughtered millions

worldwide over what???

tyo get rid of Communism?? so why does the USA have a open Communist Partty ??? ,,,,,,,and 40 years later its now the

"Terrorists" ??? what is tyhe USA doing? isn't its 'terroristic ' to bomb and slaughter millions because they are as thay have been

for years? really Who do you think you are??? You meddling pack of murdering , baby raping sick sons of a ***..... From

MyMountain.......!!!! Good Day!!!!
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I agree with this comment but your racist comment is deplorable and not true.
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The globalist leaders of these covert movements are European,w/ the highest up& deepest in situated at the unbiblical Vatican (unless

you count the descriptions of what is idolatrous humanism & antichrist) promoting the pagan evolutionary worship of the fallen creation

& death as the impetus pushing men forward & up:to the precipice of the pit & into it w/out hope. Never knowing the true& living,

transcendent& personal God holy, holy, holy& in whom there is no darkness or shadow of turning.

They worship& serve the god of this world, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience. Such are still bound in

trespasses& sins, still subject to the fullness of the curse of death, choosing to embrace& act in sin, to embrace the darkness within

w/o repentance (conscientiously acknowledging it & turning toward God for help, salvation & grace to resist it). The lie of idolatrous

antichrist humanism & pagan evolutionary philosophy (ordo ab chao) ends in the worship of death w/ a belief in 'ascending' thru death,

not eternal life or the provided salvation of God, the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ who ful;lled the Law& Prophets bringing the hope

of salvation,& who tarries in heaven w/ longsuffering until those whomsoever will love the truth, repent, & believe to the salvation of God

be come in.

It is NOT a non-essential in either the Jewish or the Christian life& biblical doctrine, unless co-mingled w/ paganism as kabala& gnostic

Babylonian Romanism:the words of God are pure words,& wisdom from above is 1st of all pure.The end of unbelief is exponentially

increasing corruption,impurity, unfaithfulness,service to the darkness,excuse for lying, walking in darkness& calling it light w/ the fallen

Lucifer, now Satan,the Usurper& Pretender behind every antichrist placeholder& supposed 'little god' or 'highest bridge'. America

received a mixed bag & both kinds,& the Lord will allow her removal even as he who letteth will in time be removed: to hasten world

judgment.
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Off topic...... but important.. people can stay healthy outside of the the government health system. !!!

rumble.com/v1osjuf-uncensored-prof.-dolores-cahill-were-in-the-mass-ki..  Dolores Cahill joins Maria Zeee for an in-depth discussion

about Agenda 21, con;rming that we are now in a "mass killing" phase of the agenda. Professor Cahill predicts millions more will sadly

die in the next 5 years due to the effects of mRNA from the injections in the body. She also discusses the importance of becoming

completely independent of the existing systems. If this is TRUE , A HUGE factor is ,...." that there are people don't believe in our human

rights.!
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rumble.com/v1osjuf-uncensored-prof.-dolores-cahill-were-in-the-mass-ki..
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With a few exceptions (states), the election and politics are not going well. The outcome will be the continued collapse of many

systems. Develop your network and prepare to step outside many systems. Do not be dependent. Continue to stack food to the

rafters--hopefully, you have taken advantage and preserved food in-season. Esp. the food that has been available free. Don't

make the mistake of waiting until your cupboard is bare before worrying about where your next meal will come from. Sustenance

requires more than just adequate calories. Choose nutrient-dense foods. Plan for heat, fuel and energy independence, too. We

have a freezer, but also considerable back up of home-canned and processed harvest foods.

And a source of good water. Additionally, every home should have a well-stocked medicinary and supplies. You should not be

dependent on a dysfunctional medical system, esp. for the routine stuff. Many pharmaceuticals are already in short supply. Know

how to make the natural remedies you could possibly need and buy any others that are still available. Esp. anti-microbials,

pain-killers and anesthetics. Know how to make more when you run out. It is to your advantage to maintain your health and enter

winter with a strong immune system to see you through. There is an observation about people who are weak--that many funerals

occur at spring planting time--when people's health is compromised and there is no nutrient-dense fresh food, yet, to restore

their health.

"Plant" the people and plant the crops at the same time. My husband observes that, the year farmers quit keeping a garden, they

die soon after. Everything we are presently seeing will get a lot worse before it gets better... if it does. Systems will continue to

collapse and we will see a domino effect. As shortages of all types continue and increase, factories will close which will lead to

even more shortages and higher inDation. Then we will see unemployment and related problems.
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Hello Almond, I agree with you. Water is very important.. I have my own water system.
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P.S. As for medicinals and toiletries you may also want to consider family-planning, feminine hygiene, a spare pair of eyeglasses,

dentifrices, joint braces, allergy and hay fever remedies, etc. Life can even be pretty limiting for a person with a severe pollen

allergy. Dental and vison care may become unavailable--already, there are long wait times for appointments in some parts of the

country. Many mundane things--not every day brings a crisis situation. De;nitely stock up on vitamin D/zinc and vit C.
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hello Almond,   What do you say. stay strong...
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Thanks Leahoz and Almond. Professor Cahill did notice that Agenda 21 started more that 30 years ago when she looked into it.

The 21 stands for the year 2021, because they wanted their global NWO by the year 2021, but they didn't make in time, their

powerstructur was not complete yet so they change the date to 2030 to reach their target. So Agenda 2030 is just the

continuation of Agenda 21. * * * I agree, water sources will be very important, but rainwater is now polluted with PFAS and

glyphosate, plastic micro ;bers from clothes that Doat in the air as dust but come down in raindrops.

Scientists say PFAS contamination should be presumed at over 57,000 US sites. See this article and contamination map of the

USA phys.org/news/2022-10-scientists-pfas-contamination-presumed-sites.htm..  They write: The chemicals have been

measured in countless drinking water systems, in the bodies of humans and wildlife around the globe, and even in rainwater at

levels that are higher than the EPA says are safe for human consumption.
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Hello Pete.Smith, They talk about that, and they think they are competent in many things, they stand to loose. It is that but soon

enough . They loose their position in the next 13 years.
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Agenda 21 as the 2030 agenda is described by the UN as "a comprehensive plan of action to be taken by organizations of the

United Nations system, governments and major groups at the global, national and local levels in all areas in which that human

beings impact on the environment". Using issues like climate change, sustainability, and environmental protection to mask their

real goals, the United Nations is pushing Agenda 21 in an effort to impose a one world government system that will control the

world's population and natural resources. Under Agenda 21, people will be told where to live (easily controllable urban

environments) and how to live (remember the lyrics: "we can see...what's good for you...we don't need cars...let's foot ").

Private property rights will be suspended in favor of "sustainable development" considerations, as determined by a central global

authority. The 2030 agenda is a continuation of Agenda 21 that establishes the foundations of health from a broad perspective

of reference to "vaccines", food, energy, inequalities, in short, the freedoms and rights of people under the take over a global

government takeover of all the nations on the planet. The 2030 addendum is a plan for a new world order that promotes the

so-called "sustainable development" throughout the world with 17 goals.

This UN agenda will be imposed on all citizens of the world through the invocation of government coercion. Nowhere in this

document is it stated that the rights of the individual will be protected. It does not even recognize the existence of human rights

granted to individuals by the Creator. Even the so-called "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" completely denies people the

right to self-defense, the right to medical choice, and the right to parental control over their own children.

https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
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The analysis of the "goals" in this document are nothing more than code words for a fascist corporate government agenda that

will imprison humanity in a devastating cycle of poverty while enriching the world's most powerful globalist corporations like

Monsanto. Nowhere in this document is it stated that "achieving human freedom" is one of its goals. We can think based on the

WEF's policies and the events that are happening on the road to the Great Reset, that ending poverty corresponds to obedience to

a government that provides monthly "subsidy" money for basic items such as food and medicines.

Call it "end poverty." Invading the entire planet with Monsanto's GMOs and proprietary seeds while increasing the use of deadly

herbicides under the false claim of "increased production" of food crops. Pushing vaccines for all children and adults at gunpoint,

threatening parents with arrest and imprisonment if they refuse. An education that promotes obedient people instead of

independent thinkers.
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The real goal is never "equality", but rather the marginalization and shame of anyone who expresses their thoughts. Allow

powerful corporations to take control of the world's water supplies and charge monopoly prices. Penalize coal, gas and oil while

pushing "green" energy subsidies spearheaded by friends in the White House. Destroy the free market economy and deny permits

and licenses to those companies that do not obey the dictates of the government. Ban gun ownership by private citizens,

concentrating guns in the hands of dutiful government enforcers who rule over an unarmed and enslaved class of impoverished

workers. ban most ocean ;shing, plunging the food supply into extreme scarcity and causing runaway food price inDation that

drives more people into economic desperation.

Criminalize private ownership of land, including ranches and agricultural areas. Strictly control all agriculture through a

government bureaucracy corrupted by corporations whose policies are almost entirely determined by Monsanto. Use the IRS and

other federal agencies to selectively punish unfavorable groups while ignoring the criminal activities of favored corporations that

are friends with the political elite. Override national laws and demand total global obedience to trade agreements drafted by

powerful corporations and sanctioned by the UN.
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"Scuse me, the real goal is to genetically modify every creature on earth, every plant, and every human. The end goal looks like to

destroy life on this planet; but that's not what "they" the technocrats, are saying. They are trying to control every aspect of life.

Good luck with that!
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Almond "With a few exceptions (states), the election and politics are not going well." For all the comments - yours gets to the

"reality" of our situation. Nothing will change and the trends will continue until parabolic. Energy (the foundation of a society)

costs will increase with production decreasing. Food production and its transportation requires diesel fuel and a lot of it.

Fertilizer requires large amounts of natural gas. Debt (public/private) increasing. InDation will continue. Interest rates will remain

high (debt service goes through the roof). Labor utilization will remain low. Censorship will continue. Fear will continue. Society

will remain divided and undermined. Just get ready for the storm. Remember - to control, ;rst destabilize.
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krissalee85
Joined On 12/6/2010 10:48:36 PM
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I ;rst subscribed to Mercola's articles just over a decade ago. I was diagnosed with epilepsy and brain cancer and was only given the

option of taking prescriptions with horrible side effects. I wanted to take control of my health, and as Mercola's slogan states, he

provided me with information on how to do so through diet, exercise and supplements. I am deeply grateful for having had access to

this. It morphed my feelings of helplessness into hopefulness. Over the years, the articles have gravitated more towards political

content. I can see the argument that politics play an integral component of the health of nations, and thereby the health of the

population.

However, the polarizing stances have led to me gravitating away from reading the content of this website. I can already hear the

arguments that our health is being taken out of our hands by corrupt governments, that we need to be aware of what is going on in

order to prepare, that there are a multitude of signs that the apocalypse is looming, etc. But I feel like I'm reading an article from Fox

News now. If I'm not a god-fearing republican, then I'm an outsider here. Does that make me anti-health? The right wing, polarizing,

religious hue that has overcast this website's content is resulting in my unsubscribing from Mercola's newsletters.

I know nobody gives a hoot. But if there are others out there who came to this website for health information and not political rants,

perhaps take solace in knowing that you are not alone. I ;nd that the articles such as this one cause my anxiety to ignite. I see two

extreme parties clashing against each other rather than reaching compromises. I see nothing but doom and gloom despite the saying

that "knowledge is power". The writing method that is being used is fear-mongering rather than empowering, for me anyway. Farewell,

Mercola.com
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Today's article is right on and I have been on the left my entire life. I usually call out the partisan BS in the comments and rarely

receive Dack.
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Robby- simmer down!
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No surprises. Bible prophecy.. Daniel 2:44 — “In the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be

destroyed. And this kingdom will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms, and it alone

will stand forever, free website Jw.org
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Agree! UNFORTUNATELY most people do not know truthful bible prophecy today and have not since many lies have taken

hold....since the 1820's or so. But God is sovereign and in control of all things. THOSE WHO DO NOT LOVE THE TRUTH ARE

GIVEN OVER TO THEIR REPROBATE MINDS [2Thessalonians 2] so they will believe lies and all be damned. These are serious

truths that all should avail themselves. All these wars are manipulations to put fear and superstitions into all people and cause

them to be lost forever. Satan leads all these attacks through the antichrist Roman popes.....from the beginning. Been going on

for centuries but may be at it's close pretty soon. I pray that many will have their eyes opened soon.
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Where did the red meat article disappear to?
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All articles must be removed at 48 hours per agreement with Ministry of Lies.
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I wish you would stop saying "America...." and thus lump me and other patriots, conservatives and constitutionalists in with the

criminals that do the crime. You and other reporters paint with too broad a brush. Seemingly you give me no credit.
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Actually they do all of Latin AMERICA a disservice why I usually use the term US centered empire. We live in an oligarchy

supported by their tools, the uniparty of neocons/neolibs, which include many "patriots, conservatives and constitutionalists"...

who I rarely hear concerned about US imperialism.
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The correct term is the Corporation.
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Russia's attack on Ukraine - is part of "globalist takeover", Russia runs its own local branch of WEF in St-Petersburg, where showed

Ukrainian regions as belonging to russia, for Claus Schwab vision it is perfectly ;ne to let china, russia gobble whatever countries they

would be able and introduce all those gulags, digital 'smart-cities'-prisons etc via those regimes. russia attacked a sovereign country,

why you do not get it? it is not on russia to decide to which alliances Georgia, Ukraine, Litva etc would join, be it even NATO - they do

want to join the alliance for defense against russian aggression. russia does not care about the well-being of its own citizens and just

brings destruction and misery to those who are more successful without it. and accumulating and threatening other countries with

nuclear weapons is also in her repertoire, why you do not recognize a bully?
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It was the US who took over Ukraine when they organized the 2014 Maidan coup. Victoria Nuland decided who would be

president. See proof in this short video of her phone call to the US ambassador in Ukraine before the coup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZ74jcvJwpQ&t=11s?v=WV9J6sxCs5k&am..  In half of Ukraine areas people speak Russian.

And in the past, they voted for pro-Russian presidential candidates, the last one democratic elected pro-Russian Ukraine

president had to Dee the country because of the Maidan coup. In the west part of Ukraine many speak Polish, as it was a part of

Polen, before WW2. Ukraine was always a part of Russia, except when the drunk Jeltsin gave it independency. The Russian

empire was born in what they now call Ukraine.

President Zelensky is just a US puppet who task was to provoke war with Russia, and then to sacri;ce Ukraine lives for US

interests, instead of going for peace talks. Like a true dictator Zelensky banned all opposition parties, and jailed journalists,

closed Russian speaking tv-stations and newspapers. How did he get $700 million on his Virgin Island bank account, according

to the leaked Panama Papers? Surely, he didn't earn this money from his days as a comedian dancing on high heels and playing

the piano with his private parts. See this 15 second video President Zelensky in heels dancing. Enjoy your hero.

www.youtube.com/watch
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You are one of the millions brainwashed sheeple believing in american lies and deception, spreading fabricated false newzzz.

Read Dr. Mercola article. It's Washington who use ukraine as a tool to try destroy Russia again.
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Yes Pete.Smith. This war started in 2014. "Cui Bono?"  The Russians? - no. The Ukrainians? - no (have suffered huge losses). The

Germans? - no. The American Tax Payer? - no. Cui Bono - that is the question, go ;nd the answer.
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I have provided this link before - but for a deep understanding, consider: The Roundtable #33: Alex Krainer, Tom Luongo

www.youtube.com/watch    (Yes - it is a little hard to understand. But I have listened to it a couple of times and with a better

understanding of "the Dow of capital" - ;nd it very insightful).
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"zino", "You are one of the millions brainwashed sheeple believing in american lies and deception, spreading fabricated false

newzzz." Agreed, but let's not blame all this on "american lies", as Trump, though not perfect, had appeared to have kept

reasonable relations with Putin, not to mention Kim Jung Il. Yesterday's U.S. election results were somewhat disappointing and

could have been better, but at least the Dems will lose control of the House. And as of now, the Senate is still undecided.
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I get rather fed up with people blathering on about American imperialism. Ukraine has nothing to do with that, no matter how many

ill-informed people think it. There’s a very good reason why the UK and US reacted and that is the Budapest Memorandum, 1994.

theconversation.com/ukraine-war-what-is-the-budapest-memorandum-and-wh..  It may well be that there’s “money laundering” going

on, but that’s an aside and utterly irrelevant. Russia guaranteed Ukraine’s sovereignty and integrity along with the UK and US. One of the

three broke the agreement, the other two are doing their part in defending it.

Read it, understand it and stop complaining because it doesn’t suit your political views now. It’s quite funny, nobody criticised the UK for

defending Poland, and “starting” WW2, when we declared war on Germany after their invasion but the US, and her people, refused to get

involved until Pearl Harbor and Germany declared war against the US. For once, the US has actually honoured its obligations and, once

again, some people don’t want to get involved. “Not our problem!” is the blind cry. I’m sorry, but Russia is everyone’s problem so get over

it and get on with it.
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We gave a similar guarantee to Poland on 31st March, 1939. We do tend to keep our word.

history.blog.gov.uk/2019/03/28/whats-the-context-31-march-1939-the-bri..
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Is this still a website focusing on health and wellness issues? Or has it now evolved into being only a political machine espousing

far-right extremist viewpoints?
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There is nothing far right about today's article. It is right on and I am a lifelong leftist who has studied US foreign policy and lived

under a right-wing regime installed by the US.  You play into US propaganda and their divide and conquer strategy with your

comment.
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If seeking awareness and truthfulness - makes me a Right Wing Wacko - so be it. What is someone who is unaware, doesn't care,

and will never challenge the narrative? We are only talking about thermal nuclear war. Here is a "dot" for you. --By Hugh Sidey "

11.21.2001 - The rumor that raced through Washington last week of an atom bomb someplace in the city being readied for the

next terrorist atrocity had a familiar ring to me. ____ In late July 1961, President Kennedy, just back from the grim Vienna summit

with Khrushchev, asked me to dinner in Palm Beach.

After daiquiris and Frank Sinatra records on the patio, his three guests and I gathered around the table for ;sh-in-a-bag, a White

House recipe. Between lusty bites, Kennedy told the story of Khrushchev's anger over West Berlin, the island of freedom in the

Soviet empire's East Germany. "We have a bustling communist enclave just four blocks from the White House," I noted, meaning

the Soviet embassy. Kennedy paused, fork between plate and mouth, and said, "You know, they have an atom bomb on the third

Door of the embassy." see link for entire article www.mgr.org/Footnote-5B.html
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